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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem.—-The problem involved in this study was to 
compare the performance of a group of college sophomores on timed and un¬ 
timed administrations of tiro different tests of mental ability. 
Purpose of Study.—-The purpose of this study was to test the follow¬ 
ing hypotheses: 
1. The scores obtained by subjects on mental ability tests de¬ 
signed with liberal time-limits are smaller than scores 
obtained when time-limits are disregarded. 
2. Hie scores obtained by subjects on speed tests when adminis¬ 
tered under «work-limit” conditions are larger than would be 
obtained under "time-limit" conditions. 
3. The relative ranks of students on "time-limit" tests of men¬ 
tal ability do not change when these tests are administered 
under "work-limit" conditions. 
Definition of Terms.— 
1. "Time-limit" - Under "time-limit" conditions, the subject was 
required to complete as many problems or tasks as she could 
in a set period of time. 
2. "Work-limit" - Under "work-limit" conditions, the subject was 
asked to do as many problems as she could at her own rate of 
speed. 
Research Method, Subjects and Materials.—The research method used 
in this study was the normative survey for comparative purposes. 
1 
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The subjects for this study were sixty-eight students chosen from 
the Sophomore class at Spelman College, Atlanta, Georgia. These subjects 
were girls ranging from 18 to 20 years of age. The geographical distri¬ 
bution of the subjects covered nine southern states and the District of 
Columbia. 
The materials used in this study consisted of two intelligence tests 
and a personal data sheet. 
1. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests - Gamma Test: Forms 
Am and Bm. 
2. Pintner General Ability Tests - Verbal Series (Advanced): 
Forms A and B. 
3. A personal data sheet. 
A personal data sheet and a copy of each test along with the accom¬ 
panying manual are included in Appendix A. 
The Pintner General Ability Test was used to test hypothesis number 
one, because it has been designed to give examinees ample time to finish 
and could be considered as a power test with items of increasing diffi¬ 
culty. Time-limits accompanied the directions for administering it. The 
Otis Quick-Scoring Test was intentionally designed as a speed test and 
used to test hypothesis number two. 
The personal data sheet was used for the purpose of selecting and 
dividing subjects into groups. This was done by using the information 
regarding place of birth, family occupation and age, which was obtained 
from the sheet. The personal data sheet was drawn up by the writer. 
Experimental Design and Procedure.—Sixty-eight students of the soph¬ 
omore class of Spelman College were chosen and divided into two testing 
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groups of thirty-four each by the random sample method.^ This method pro¬ 
vides some assurance that the scores of uncontrolled variates will be 
o 
properly randomized in the two groups. The table of random numbers was 
used to facilitate random selection. 
Each group was given a different intelligence test. Group I was 
given the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test. Group II was given the 
Pintner General Ability Test. The first testing of each group was admin¬ 
istered under "time-limit" conditions, with the directions and time-limits 
as specified by the test. Form Am of the Otis Quick-Scoring Test and 
Form A of the Pintner General Ability Test were used for the initial test¬ 
ing. The final testing of each group was administered under "work-limit" 
conditions, with the directions of the test, but disregarding time speci¬ 
fications. Form Bm of the Otis Test and Form B of the Pintner were used 
for this final testing. 
After the data were collected and organized, the hypotheses of the 
experiment were tested through the use of Fisher's "t," Chi square, and 
Pearson's Product-Moment coefficient correlation. 
The collection of data for the study was achieved through the fol¬ 
lowing steps during the academic year 1951-52* 
1. Twenty-six subjects of Group I were given the Am form of the 
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test on December 12, 1951» 
The subjects were tested between the hours of 9:30 a.m. and 
3:30 p.m. The twenty-six subjects were divided into three 
1 Allen L. Edwards, Experimental Design in Psychological Testing 
(New York, 1950), pp. 22-26. 
^Ibid., p. 378. 
U 
groups and tested at 9*30 a.m., 10s30 a.m., and 2:30 p.m. 
respectively. The directions of the test were read and time¬ 
limits adhered to. 
2. On December 13, 19J>1, eight members of Group I were given the 
Am form of the Otis Test. The testing period was begun at 
9:U0 a.m., with the same testing conditions and directions 
that prevailed in step one. 
3. Twenty-three subjects of Group I were given the Bm form of 
the Otis Test on December 20, 1951. The subjects were tested 
between the hours of 9î30 a.m. and 3î30 p.m. The twenty- 
three subjects were divided into three smaller groups and test¬ 
ed at 9:U0 a.m., 10:U0 a.m., and 2:ii0 p.m. respectively. The 
directions of the test were read with specific directions to 
disregard the time-limits. Subjects were directed to answer 
all items and work at their own rate of speed. 
1*. Eleven subjects were tested on January 10, 1952, at 9:U0 a.m. 
The subjects were administered the Bm form of Otis Test under 
the same conditions and directions as in step 3* 
5. Form A of the Pintner Test was administered to 13 subjects of 
Group II on January 15, 1952. The subjects were tested at 
9:U0 a.m. All directions and time-limits as specified by 
the test were strictly adhered to. 
6. Seven subjects of Group II were given Form A of the Pintner 
Test on February 11, 1952. The subjects were tested at 10:U0 
a.m. The conditions prevailing at this testing period were 
the same as in step 5* 
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7. On March 16, 1952, fourteen subjects of Group II were given 
Form A of the Pintner Test. The testing period began at 2:1*0 
p.m. Identical testing conditions and directions as in step 
5 and 6 were provided. 
8. Form B of the Pintner Test were given to ten members of Group 
II on March 19, 1952. !Hie directions of the test were read 
with specific directions to disregard time-limits. The sub¬ 
jects were directed to work at their own rate of speed, and 
to answer all items. 
9. On March 20, 1952, twenty-four members of Group II were given 
Form B of the Pintner Test. The subjects were divided into 
three groups for testing, at 9:1*0 a.m., 10:1*0 a.m. and 2:1*0 
p.m. respectively. The directions of the test were read with 
specific directions to work at their own speed, and answer 
all items. 
10. . The data were interpreted statistically, summarized and con¬ 
clusions drawn. 
The place of testing was the Auditorium of Giles Hall located on 
Spelman College campus, Atlanta, Georgia. An effort was made to provide 
adequate testing facilities including lighting, space, ventilation and 
quietness with no interruptions. 
A time-clock was used for all testing given under wtime-limitn con¬ 
ditions . 
Review of Related Literature.—Ever since the use of tests of mental 
ability has come into its own as a tool for educational measurement and 
research, testers and test constructors have been divided into three 
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categories on the significance of time as an influence on the performance 
on tests of mental ability. There are those who claim that reaction speed 
of response is a major factor in determining how individuals differ in in¬ 
telligence. Accordingly, the power test is a waste of time. At the other 
extreme are those who contend that power tests are more desirable and give 
evidence that the score results of many speed tests are not conclusive be¬ 
cause some students are slow in performing but not necessarily dull. 
Then, there is the middle ground in which authorities claim that tests 
given either in speed or power situations are satisfactory. The discuss¬ 
ion of the related literature will take into account these three catego¬ 
ries, pointing out noteworthy experiments and the results of each. After 
reviewing the three categories an attempt will be made to draw a conclu¬ 
sion on the different viewpoints. 
Typical of the experiments supporting the "time-limit" method of 
1 2 
testing were those reported by May, and Ruch and Koerth. 
During the First World War, Mark A. May, under the direction of Lew¬ 
is M. Terman, correlated scores earned on the Amy Alpha Test during 
regular time-limits with those earned during double time-limits. The 
cases involved number $10, and the coefficient of correlation was found 
to be .96$. The conclusions drawn from the report were thats 
In general, then, we have no reason to assume that an extension 
of time limits would have improved the test or have given an 
opportunity to many individual materially to alter their rating.^ 
Mark A. May, «Psychological Examining in the United States Amy," 
Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences (Washington, D. C., 1921), XX» lil6. 
o 
G. M. Ruch, W. Koerth, "Power vs. Speed in Amy Alpha Test," Jour¬ 
nal of Educational Psychology, XIV (April, 1923)» 193-208. 
^May, op. cit., p. Ul6. 
7 
In the few years immediately following the First World War, G. M. 
Ruch and W. Koerth^ tested 122 freshmen of the College of Liberal Arts of 
the State University of Iowa. This group was made up of seventy-seven 
students who earned percentile scores falling on the lowest decile of the 
total distribution of scores, and fifty-two students who earned percen¬ 
tile scores falling within the highest decile of the total distribution. 
The sexes were approximately equally represented. The subjects were test¬ 
ed for three equal time periods, using different color pencils for each 
time length. The subjects were instructed not to surrender their papers 
until they were absolutely satisfied that no further amount of time would 
raise their scores by as much as one point. A statistical analysis of 
the data indicated the following conclusions: 
1. Admitting that Array Alpha is largely a 'speed' test, the fact 
that single time correlates 0.996 with the double time, and 
0.91*5 with the unlimited time indicates that the 'speed' fac¬ 
tor does not seriously invalidate the test. In fact, it can 
be shown from figures already presented that the probable 
error of estimating scores for double time is about 6.7 and 
8.1* score points, respectively. 
2. Increasing the time allowance does not permit dull subjects 
to equal the scores of the more intelligent subjects. In 
fact the mean of the low group for unlimited time was still 
well below the mean of the high group for single time. Whe¬ 
ther the differences between high and low groups are de¬ 
creased or augmented by increasing the time limits cannot 
be definitely answered from the present data because the 
scores of the high group were too near the maximum possible 
to allow equal opportunity to both groups. The Army fig¬ 
ures seem to indicate that, in terms of absolute scores, 
the bright subjects improve somewhat more than do the dull.2 
The second category to be reviewed will be that in which studies seem 
^G. M. Ruch, W. Koerth, "Power vs. Speed in the Army Alpha Test," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 
2Ibid., p. 1*20. 
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to support the "work-limit" conditions. Among those who contend that 
this method of testing is more desirable are Frank S. Freeman,^- Brink 
Baxter,^ Grace Kent,3 Robert S. Ellis,^ Floyd Caldwell,W. Golfarb^ and 
7 
J. M. Stevens.1 
In a study to determine the factor of speed on the Ohio State Uni¬ 
versity Psychological Test, Frank S. Freeman administered the test to stu¬ 
dents entering Cornell University with the usual time-limits. Several 
months later the same test was again given to a sampling of 117 students 
from the original group. The second time the test was administered with¬ 
out time-limits. Conclusions disclosed by the results of this study were: 
1. Time limits influence the scores of all those taking the test. 
2. Some subjects are influenced more than others.^ 
Brink Baxter, in "An Experimental Analysis of the Contribution of Speed 
and Level in an Intelligence Test," administered individually Form A of 
the Otis Self-Administering Test, Higher Examination, to one hundred col¬ 
lege freshmen. Form B was given to the same subjects in both groups. In 
jFrank S. Freeman, "Power and Speed: Their Influence Upon Intelli¬ 
gence Test Scores," Journal of Applied Psychology, XII (June, 19Ul), 631-35* 
^Brink Baxter, "An Experimental Analysis of the Contributions of Speed 
and Level in an Intelligence Test," Journal of Educational Psychology, 
XXXII (January, 19U), 285-296. 
^Grace Kent, Mental Tests in Clinics for Children (New York, 1950). 
^Robert Ellis, Educational Psychology (New York, 1951)* 
ç 
Floyd Caldwell, "Speed as a Factor with Children of Superior and 
Inferior Intelligence," Journal of Educational Research, XXVI (June, 1932), 
175-85* 
Goldfarb, "An Investigation of Reaction Time in Older Adults," 
Teacher Coll. Contr. Educ.,No. 831, 19liL. 
^J. M. Stephens, Educational Psychology (New York, 1951). 
^Freeman, op. cit., pp. 631-635» 
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both cases the subjects were instructed to work for both speed and accur¬ 
acy. From the tests, three scores were made available and defined as 
follows: (1) the number of seconds to complete the entire seventy-five 
items (speed), (2) the number of items correct at the end of twenty min¬ 
utes (power), and (3) the number of items correct out of seventy-five 
(level). 
The most important conclusions concerning the relation of speed and 
level in intelligence testing disclosed by the results are: 
1. Speed and level, as measured in this investigation, vary inde¬ 
pendently. 
2. Speed and level contribute the entire variance of power, or 
score in standard time, speed contributing slightly more than 
level. 
3- The valid relationship of speed, level, and power vary with 
the criterion of intelligence. 
U. The relationship of speed and level in the criterion are about 
the same as the relationship in accounting for the variance of 
power. 
5. There is a tendency for the validity of level and power to in¬ 
crease when measured in groups as compared to individual test¬ 
ing.1 
When Grace Kent worked with children she was led to believe that the 
ideal examination should include language tests both timed and untimed 
and also non-verbal tests both timed and untimed. On the subject of speed, 
she states: 
Speed is a factor not to be discounted in any type of mental test 
which is presented orally, it makes a difference whether the sub¬ 
ject responds promptly or hesitatingly. Some of the tasks of an 
examination should be timed, but not all. In many instances the 
test scored by the speed measures little except speedj and al¬ 
though speed itself is worthy of being measured, it is not the 
only thing to be measured. There are subjects at any age level 
who cannot do their best work under a time limit. Again there 
are children who like to work rapidly and who respond pleasantly 
10p. cit., p. 296. 
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to the stimulation of being timed.^ 
Holding a similar viewpoint in his discussion of level, area and 
speed, with regard to intelligence, Robert S. Ellis states: 
Studies of the relation between the level of intelligence and the 
speed with which these operations are carried out show that the 
cooperation tends to be relatively low. It is probably not above 
.50 for group intelligence tests. This means that when the time 
limits of intelligence tests are so short that the majority of 
the students who are slow will receive scores that do not show 
their superior ability. Some students who deserve a high rat¬ 
ing for will receive a low rating on a speed test. These are 
extreme cases and are not numerous, but they do occur. Less ex¬ 
treme cases are, of course, more frequently encountered.^ 
Similar results were found by Floyd F. Caldwell in an experiment with 
seventh-grade children on the Stanford Achievement Reading Tests. He 
analyzed the results on various intelligence levels and found that the 
students of lower intelligence required more time for the tests than the 
more intelligent pupils required to reach their maximum score.^ 
An investigation by W. Goldfarb shows very neatly how older people 
fall farther and farther behind as the speed factor is emphasized more 
and more. In this investigation the tests were given to men and women 
ranging from eighteen to sixty years of age. Some of the tests were pow¬ 
er tests in which the subject went on to more and more difficult tasks 
but was not forced to hurry. Other tests were made up of the regular in¬ 
telligence items in which speed played a considerable part. A third group 
of tests consisted of tasks which could be done in a certain time. Final¬ 
ly each subject was tested on sheer reaction time. This test merely shows 
•*~0p. cit., p. 322. 
^0p. cit., p. 322. 
•^Op. cit., p. 
t 
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how long it takes the person to perform such simple tasks as pressing the 
brake pedal when he sees the red light flash. For each of these tasks, 
Golfarb found the correlation between test scores and age. As might be 
expected,frequently he found negative correlation, meaning that the older 
the people taking the test, the lower the scores were. Although the old¬ 
er people were under some handicap on all the tests, this handicap was 
more pronounced in the test which emphasized speed.^ 
In a review of W. Goldfarb's work, J. M. Stephens points out one 
chief limitation which must be kept in mind. This chief limitation as 
stated by Stephens is that: 
Although the speed factor in intelligence tests seems to be the 
chief obstacle which reduces the score of the older people, we 
must not assume that it is the only obstacle. For veiy older 
people there is also marked deterioration in abstract reasoning 
even after the influence of speed has been eliminated.2 
However, J. Lorge,3 in his study of the "Influence of Test Upon the 
Nature of Mental Decline as a Function of Age," concludes that the report¬ 
ed facts of mental decline as a concomitant of age are at the least ex¬ 
aggerated. He supports this point by sayings 
The power to do mental tasks or to solve those of life's problems 
which must be approached mentally, probably does not deteriorate 
as a function of age. The reported deterioration is more appar¬ 
ent than genuine. It lacks genuineness in the sense that the 
test used to measure mental ability is not a genuine measure of 
mental power. Contaminating power with speed measurements among 
older adults obscures the true relationship of intellectual pow¬ 
er to age. The inference of mental decline is an unfortunate 
libel upon adults.^ 
■^Goldfarb, op. cit., p. 2ii8. 
2 
Stephens, op. cit., p. 2ljO. 
3 
I. Lorge, "The Influence of Test Upon the Nature of Mental Decline 
as a Function of Age," Journal of Educational, XXVII (January, 1936). 
^Ibid., p. 100. 
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Experiments which proved results that were in opposition to the ones 
cited previously were carried on by D. G. Paterson and M. A. Tinker,'*’ and 
o 
E. M. Cliff. The results of these experiments pointed to the equivalance 
of both methods of testing. 
Paterson and Tinker in an effort to discover through experiment whe¬ 
ther or not the «time-limit" method and the "work-limit" method of adminis¬ 
tering speed tests are equivalent and interchangeable tested 1090 college 
students enrolled in elementary advanced psychology classes. The problem 
was to determine the "true" correlation between speed of reading scores 
obtained by the "time-limit" method and by the "work-limit" method. The 
1090 students were divided into four experimental groups. Each group was 
given the Chapman-Cook Speed of Reading Tests, under the two experimental 
conditions, so as to yield inter-correlation between the two methods of 
testing as well as the reliability coefficient for each method. The con¬ 
clusions drawn from the experimental study were that: 
(1) The work-limit method was found to agree with the time-limit 
method as closely as each method agrees with itself. When 
the 'true' correlation between the two methods were computed, 
by the alternation correction formula, r was found to be 
.00.... 
(2) Within the limits of the conditions of this experiment, the 
time-limit method and the work-limit method are equivalent.’ 
More recently was a study made by E. M. Cliff on the performance of 
one-hundred sixteen seven-grade students in speed and power situations. 
^D. G. Paterson, and U. A. Tinker, "Time-limit vs. Work-limit Meth¬ 
ods," American Journal of Psychology (New York, 1930), TT.TT. 
2 
E. M. Cliff, "A Comparative Study of the Performance of One-Hun¬ 
dred Sixteen Seventh Grade Students in Power and Speed Situation," Un¬ 
published Master's Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta University, 
19U9. 
^Paterson, op. cit., p. 10U. 
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Of this number sixty-six were female and fifty males ranging in age from 
ten to sixteen. The California Test of Mental Maturity and the Otis 
Quick-Scoring Tests were used as instruments for testing. The same fora 
of each test was used for the initial and final testing periods. In her 
conclusions she states: 
Generally there appears to be no significant differences between 
the power and speed test situation, although specific subjects 
perform better in one or the other situation.! 
■^Cliff, op. cit., p. 37* 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
General Description of Treatment of Data.—The data collected for 
this study through the use of the two forms of the two tests listed above 
will be treated statistically and presented in tabular and graphic form. 
Each hypothesis will be stated and followed by the related data. The data 
collected from the two forms of each test will be presented and interpre¬ 
ted separately, and conclusions drawn in light of each hypothesis posed 
under the purpose of the study. 
The raw scores obtained by the subjects on the two tests under the 
different testing conditions are presented in Table which appears in 
Appendix . 
Test of Hypothesis Number One.—The first purpose of this study was 
to test the hypothesis that the scores obtained by subjects on mental abil¬ 
ity tests designed with liberal time-limits are smaller than scores obtained 
when time-limits are disregarded. To test this hypothesis, Form A of the 
Pintner General Ability Test was given under "time-limit" conditions and 
Form B under '‘work-limit" conditions. The mean, median, standard devia¬ 
tion, and standard error of the mean were found for the scores for each 
form of the test. The significance of the difference between the mean de¬ 
rived from the two forms was determined by the use of the "t" technique. 
Chi square was used as a final test of the hypothesis. 
Table 1 presents the statistical data computed from the raw scores 
of forms A and B of the Pintner General Ability Test. This table was con¬ 




FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON THE 
PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY TEST UNDER TIME-LIMIT 
AND WORK-LIMIT ADMINISTRATIONS 
RAW SCORES 
F R E Q U E N C I E S 
Time-Limit Work-Limit 
220-229 1 0 
210-219 2 3 
200-209 1 5 
190-199 8 5 
180-189 3 8 
170-179 11 9 
160-169 8 3 
150-199 0 1 



































ISO 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 
Scale of Raw Scores 
- - Form A 
Form B 
Fig. 1.- Line graph of the scores made by thirty-four subjects on the 
Pintner General Ability Test under "Work-limit" and "time-limit" 
adminis trations. 
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subjects made on the Pintner Test, Form A when the test was given under 
»time-limitw conditions and Form B when given under "work-limit" condi¬ 
tions. Usually it is suggested that a frequency distribution should have 
not less than ten class intervals; but since this distribution was made 
as a basis for the construction of Figure 1, fewer steps were utilized 
in order to eliminate zero frequencies, which would have existed if the 
above rule had been followed. 
As one may see in Figure 1, there was a definite tendency for the 
lower scores to predominate under the "time-limit" conditions. However, 
there was a tendency for the scores to more nearly approximate normal dis¬ 
tribution under the "work-limit" conditions. 
The statistics used to describe the data from Forms A and B of the 
Pintner Test are presented in Table 2. 
For Form A of the Pintner Test, the scores ranged from 162 to 222. 
This resulted in an inclusive range of 61 score steps. Hie mean score 
of the distribution was 182.U5, with a standard error of 2.79, while the 
median was 177*68. This fact suggests that the center of gravity of the 
scores was much higher than the midpoint of the distribution and is fur¬ 
ther evidence of its skewedness. 
The standard deviation for the distribution of scores was l6.0li. 
This suggests that the scores of the group tended to be widely dispersed. 
Tlhen Form B was administered under "work-limit" conditions, the 
scores ranged from lf>9 to 215. The lowest score made under these condi¬ 
tions was seven points lower than the highest score under the "time-limit" 
conditions. The inclusive range for this distribution was 57 score steps. 
The mean score of this distribution was 186.26, with a standard error of 
10 
TABLE 2 
SUMMARY TABLE OF STATISTICS COMPUTED FROM THE 
PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY TEST UNDER 







N 3k 31* 
Range 162-222 159-215 
Inclusive Range 6l 57 
Mean 182.1*5 186.26 
<Tm 2.79 2.1*6 
Median 177.68 181* .50 





2.1*6, while the median is represented by a score point of 181* .50. The 
same basic condition of skewedness exists for this distribution as exist¬ 
ed for the previous onej the center of gravity of the distribution is 
higher than its midpoint. 
A standard error of the mean difference of 1.1*9 was computed from 
the obtained means of Form A and Form B of the Pintner Test. This value 
of the standard error of the mean was substituted in the proper formula 
to yield a Mtw value. The resulting value of "tM was 2.76. With thirty- 
two degrees of freedom, this value of ”t” was significant at the one per 
cent level of confidence. With a ”t” value of 2.76 proving significant, 
the hypothesis as stated above would be tenable. 
In another test of hypothesis number one, Chi square was utilized. 
The number of subjects scoring higher on the work-limit as compared with 
the time-limit test were subjected to a test against a 50:50 hypothesis 
by means of Chi square. Chi square was computed to be 1*.96. With one 
degree of freedom, a value of Chi square of U.96 was significant at the 
five per cent level. This indicates that something has happened to the 
sample that would occur on the basis of chance less than five per cent 
1 
of the time. 
The observed data indicates to the writer that there was a signifi¬ 
cant difference between scores on mental ability test designed with liberal 
time-limits when administered under ••work-limit” conditions over against 
••time-limit” conditions. This difference was manifested in individuals 
scoring higher under ”work-limit” conditions than under ”time-limit” 
Allen L. Edwards, Statistical Analysis (New York, 1951) 
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conditions. 
Test of Hypothesis Number Two«--The second purpose of this study was 
to test the hypothesis that the scores obtained by subjects on speed 
tests when administered under «work-limit" conditions are larger than 
would be obtained under "time-limit" conditions. To test this hypothe¬ 
sis, Form Am of the Otis Test was given under "time-limit" conditions 
and Form Bm under "work-limit" conditions. The same tools and techniques 
were utilized for testing this hypothesis as were used for testing hypo¬ 
thesis number one. In Table 3 are shown the statistical data computed 
from the raw scores of Forms Am and Bm of the Otis Quick-Scoring Test. 
This table has been constructed on the same principle as Table 1 in order 
to serve as a basis for the construction of an accompanying figure. 
In Figure 2, as can be seen, there is a tendency for the majority 
of subjects to score within the middle range. This tendency predominates 
for both the "time-limit" and the "work-limit" conditions. 
Table 1* is a presentation of the statistics used to interpret the 
data from Forms Am and Bm of the Otis Quick-Scoring Test. 
For Form Am of the Otis Test, the scores ranged from 21* to 66. The 
resulting inclusive range was 61. The mean of this distribution was com¬ 
puted to be 1*6.13, with a standard error of 1.51*. The median for the 
distribution was 1*6.1*0, slightly more than the mean. 
The standard deviation of scores was 9.06. This suggests that there 
is great variability among the tested group. However, there the varia¬ 
bility for the group tested with the Otis Test is not as great as the 
variability exhibited by the group tested with the Fintner Test. 
The range of scores on Form Bm, administered under "work-limit" 
21 
TABLE 3 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON THE 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY UNDER 




70-7U 0 2 
65-69 1 2 
60-61; 1 h 
55-59 2 8 
50-51* 9 9 
U5—1*9 7 k 
Uo-Ui 7 1 
35-39 h 1 
30-3U 1 2 
25-29 1 1 
20-21; 1 0 





















Scale of Raw Scores 
--— Form Am 
  Form Bm 
Fig. 2.- Line graph of the scores made by thirty-four subjects on the 
Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability under "work-limit" 
and "time-limit" administrations 
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TABLE k 
SUMMARY TABLE OF STATISTICS COMPUTED FROM THE 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY 







N 3k 3k 
Range 2U-66 26-71 
Inclusive Range 61 ‘ U6 
Mean U6.13 23.17 
1.5U 1.21 
Median U6.UO 53.9k 





conditions, was from 26 to 71» The inclusive range for this distribution 
was 46 score steps. For this distribution the mean score was 53*17, with 
a standard error of 1.21. The mean score was only .77 more than the 
median, which was 53*94» Therefore, the distribution showed very little 
skewedness. 
The standard error of the mean difference was computed from the ob¬ 
tained means of Forms A and B. This computation yields a standard error 
of the mean difference of 1.28. When substituting the value of the stan¬ 
dard error of the mean difference in the "t" formula, the resulting "t" 
was 6.U0.1 This value of "t" was significant at the one per cent level 
with thirty-two degrees of freedom. With such a high value of "t" the 
hypothesis as stated above would be tenable. 
In another test of hypothesis number two, Chi square was utilized,on 
the same basis as in a test of hypothesis number one. Chi square was com¬ 
puted to be 15.54. With one degree of freedom, a value of Chi square of 
15.54 was significant at the one per cent level. Hence, something has 
happened to our sample and would occur by chance less than one per cent 
of the time. 
From observation of the data, the writer is led to maintain that the 
scores obtained by subjects on speed tests when administered under "work- 
limit” conditions are larger than would be obtained under "time-limit" 
conditions. 
Test of hypothesis Number Three.—The third purpose of this study 
was to test the hypo thesis that the relative rank of students on "time¬ 
limit" tests of mental ability does not change when administered under 
"work-limit" conditions. To test this hypothesis, the Otis Test and the 
^Allen L. Edwards, op. cit., p. 330. 
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Pintner Test were used. The scores obtained by the subjects on the two 
forms of each test were correlated by the Pearson Product-Moment Corre¬ 
lation method. 
From correlating the scores obtained by the thirty-four subjects on 
Form Am of the Otis Test given under "time-limit" conditions with the 
scores obtained by them on Form Bm given under "work-limit” conditions, 
an ”r" of .305 was computed. This value of "r" is considered very low 
and not significant at the five per cent level.'*' 
On correlating the scores obtained by the thirty-four subjects in 
Group II on Form A of the Pintner Test given under "time-limit” conditions 
with the scores obtained by them on Form B given under "work-limit" con¬ 
ditions an "r" of .3U6 was computed. This value of "r" is considered 
o 
very low, but is significant at the five per cent level. 
It can be seen from Figures 3 and U that no system is exhibited by 
the connecting lines. On the basis of these data, the writer concludes 
that there is no correlation between ranks of students on the tests of 
mental ability administered under "time-limit" and "work-limit" conditions. 
1Allen L. Edwards, op. cit., p. 531» 
2Ibid. 
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RANK ON TIME-LIMIT RANK ON WORK-LIMIT 



































Fig. 3.- Graphie presentation of changes in rank of scores of subjects 
under "time-limit» and "work-limit" administrations on the 
Otis Quick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability 
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RANK ON TIME-LIMIT RANK ON WORK-LIMIT 



































Fig. U.- Graphie presentation of changes in rank of scores of subjects 
under "time-limit" and "work-limit" administrations on the 
Pintner General Ability Test 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary «—The objective of this study was to compare the performance 
of a group of college sophomores on timed and untimed administrations of 
two different tests of mental ability. 
A review of the related literature disclosed three viewpoints on the 
significance of time as an influence on the performance on tests of men¬ 
tal ability. (1) There are those who claim that speed of response is a 
major factor in determining how individuals differ in intelligence. Accord¬ 
ingly, the power test is a waste of time. Typical of the experiments sup¬ 
porting this viewpoint are those reported by Mark A. May, and G. M. Ruch 
and W. Koerth. (2) At the other extreme are those who contend that power 
tests are more desirable and give evidence that the score results of many 
speed tests are not conclusive because some students are slow in perform¬ 
ing but not necessarily dull. Among those who contend that this method 
of testing is more desirable are Frank S. Freeman, Brink Baxter, Grace 
Kent, Robert S. Ellis, W. Goldford and J. M. Stevens. (3) Then, there is 
the middle ground in which authorities claim that tests given either in 
speed or power situations are satisfactory. Experiments bearing out this 
viewpoint were carried on by D. G. Paterson and M. A. Tinker, and E. M. 
Cliff. 
Sixty-eight students, chosen from the sophomore class at Spelman 
College, Atlanta, Georgia, served as subjects for this study. The sub¬ 
jects were girls ranging from 18 to 20 years of age. 
The Normative Survey method of research was used in gathering data 
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for this study. Hie instruments used in the experiment were as follows : 
1. Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests — Gama Test, Forms 
Am and Bm* 
2. Pintner General Ability Tests — Verbal Series (Advanced), 
Forms A and B. 
3. A personal data sheet, devised by the writer. 
In computing the data for this study, the "t" test of significance, 
for the difference between the mean, and Chi square were employed to test 
the following hypotheses! 
1. The scores obtained by subjects on mental ability tests de¬ 
signed with liberal time-limits are smaller than scores ob¬ 
tained when time-limits are disregarded. 
2. The scores obtained by subjects on speed tests when adminis¬ 
tered under "work-limit" conditions are larger than would be 
obtained under "time-limit" conditions. 
The Pearson-Product Moment coefficient method of correlation was em¬ 
ployed to test the following hypothesis: 
3. The relative ranks of students on "time-limit" tests of men¬ 
tal ability do not change when these tests are administered 
under "work-limit" conditions. 
Conclusions.—Hie following conclusions were drawn from the analysis 
of the data presented in this study and based on the hypothesis as stated 
in the purpose. 
1. There is a significant difference between scores made on men¬ 
tal ability tests designed with liberal time-limits when ad¬ 
ministered under "work-limit" conditions over against "time¬ 
limit" conditions 
30 
2. The scores obtained by subjects on speed tests when adminis¬ 
tered under "work-limit" conditions are significantly larger 
than would be obtained under "time-limit" conditions. 
3. There is very little or no correlation between the ranks of 
students on tests administered under "time-limit conditions 
and tests administered under "work-limit" conditions. 
Educational Implications.—It is a well known fact that for the past 
two decades, considerable stress in our school systems has been placed on 
the use of intelligence tests as a tool for determining the success of 
students in college and other institutions of higher learning. In these 
intelligence tests, the matter of time plays an important part and has 
been the subject of heated arguments among authorities; some claim that 
time is a necessary and important factor in intelligence testing, and 
others claim that it has no influence and therefore not important. Still 
others maintain that it is very definitely detrimental to the testee to 
impose upon him the limiting factor of time. It is the latter viewpoint 
which the data of this study tended to uphold. 
The fact that in testing the first and second hypotheses a signifi¬ 
cant difference was found between the scores made under "time-limit" and 
"work-limit" administrations might lead one to conclude that the scores 
made under the "work-limit" conditions were indicative of higher intelli¬ 
gence. However, the zero correlation obtained as a result of testing hy¬ 
pothesis number three suggests a different interpretation in view of the 
fact that the tests were standardized under "time-limit" conditions. From 
the data obtained for the purpose of testing hypothesis number three, it 
appears that these tests given under the two different administrations do 
not measure the same factor and for this reason should be interpreted 
31 
differently» 
Recommendations .--The following are recommendations for further study 
growing out of the present research: 
1. That a similar study be undertaken to determine if there is 
a proportional decrease in scores when the tests are first 
administered under "work-limit" conditions and then under 
"time-limit" conditions. 
2. That a study be made to determine the correlation between 
scholastic achievement and the scores obtained under the two 
different administrations of the tests. 
3. Since it has been indicated that the tests given under the two 
different conditions do not measure the same factor, that a 
study be made to determine what the tests measure when given 
under "work-limit" conditions. 
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North Carolina 2 
South Carolina 3 
Tennessee 2 
Texas 3 
District of Columbia 1 
Total 68 
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COURSE DISTRIBUTION OF SUBJECTS 
Course Major Minor 
Art 1 0 
Biology 6 8 
Economics 1 2 
Elementary Education 2 6 
English 11 6 
French 0 k 
History 0 k 
Home Economics 2 0 
Library Science 1 0 
Mathematics 9 5 
Music 11 h 
Religion 1 0 
Sociology 10 h 
Spanish 3 5 
Psychology 10 20 
Total 68 68 
APPENDIX B 
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RAW SCORES MADE BY SUBJECTS ON THE 
PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY TEST 
ADMINISTERED UNDER WORK-LIMIT AND 
TIME-LIMIT CONDITIONS 




1 206 210 
2 211 2U| 
3 222 215 
k 211 190 
5 196 20i| 
6 197 201 
7 191 192 
8 19U 186 
9 196 199 
10 190 205 
11 191 203 
12 190 205 
13 188 182 
111 l8ii 192 
15 178 178 
16 18U l8ii 
17 178 178 
18 175 189 
19 170 178 
20 160 168 
21 175 178 
22 167 170 
23 175 185 
2li 175 17U 
25 175 l8ii 
26 169 171 
27 17li 168 
28 175 179 
29 168 190 
30 172 187 
31 165 178 
32 168 170 
33 167 181 
3U 162 159 
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RAW SCORES MADE BY SUBJECTS ON1 THE 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING TEST OF MENTAL 
ABILITY ADMINISTERED UNDER WORK- 






1 66 71 
2 61 70 
3 55 61 
li 55 65 
5 51t 58 
6 53 57 
7 52 5o 
8 52 6o 
9 51 59 
10 51 5U 
11 5i 65 
12 51 65 
13 5o U7 
lit it 9 6U 
15 It6 U7 
16 lt6 U3 
17 U6 57 
18 lt6 59 
19 lt5 58 
20 U5 51 
21 li2 5U 
22 it2 U6 
23 ia 5o 
2lt itO h9 
25 Uo 52 
26 Uo 53 
27 Uo 56 
28 38 50 
29 37 58 
30 36 3U 
31 35 36 
32 31 26 
33 25 51t 
3U 2lt 33 
APPENDIX C 
la 
PERSONAL DATA SHEET 
I. 
Name Date  
Age  Date of Birth  
Place of Birth  
Father's Occupation Mother's Occupation  
II. 
1. Circle the highest grade completed in high schools 11 12 
2. Underline your present classifications Fresh. Soph. Junior Senior 
3* Major Subject Minor Subject  
U. How many credit hours do you have toward your degree? 
Below 30  Between 30 and hS  Above b$  
Please do not mark below this line. 
III. 
TEST SCORE RANK RANK 
Work-Limit Time-Limit 
OTIS QUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS 
By ARTHUR S. OTIS, PH.D. 
Formerly Development Specialist with Advisory Board, General Staff, United States War Department 
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS FOR GAMMA TEST 
FORMS AM AND BM 
THE QUICK-SCORING SERIES 
The Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests comprise 
three tests, called Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. The three 
tests are designed for grades as follows : 
Alpha Test Grades 1-4 
Beta Test Grades 4-9 
Gamma Test. . .High Schools and Colleges 
The Alpha Test consists entirely of pictures and is 
completely new. The Beta and Gamma Tests are 
revisions and extensions of the Intermediate and Higher 
Examinations, respectively, of the Otis Self-Administer¬ 
ing Tests of Mental Ability. 
PURPOSE OF THE TESTS 
The purpose of the three tests in the series is to measure 
mental ability — thinking power or the degree of matu¬ 
rity of the mind. 
It should be understood from the outset that it is not 
possible to measure mental ability directly. It is possible 
only to measure the effect mental ability has had in 
enabling the pupil to acquire certain knowledge and 
mental skill. Of course the answering of some types of 
questions depends less upon schooling and more upon 
mental ability than the answering of others, and in 
making up the test the aim has been for the most part 
to choose that kind of question which depends as little 
as possible on schooling and as much as possible on 
thinking. 
However, in the interest of variety it has been found 
necessary and even advantageous to include in verbal 
tests of mental ability such as the Beta and Gamma 
Tests certain questions which might seem at first glance 
to be mere measures of achievement. This type includes 
questions on vocabulary, arithmetic reasoning, etc. 
It must be remembered, however, that any test which 
involves the use of language can measure mental ability 
only to the extent to which we may assume that pupils 
of the same age have had approximately the same 
opportunity to learn. Consequently, if a pupil has 
grown up with a limited educational opportunity, espe¬ 
cially with reference to language, his mental ability is 
not fairly measured by any test involving language. 
But in a given community in which all children have 
approximately the same educational opportunity, it is 
reasonable to assume that a pupil who progresses rapidly 
in school and learns much has greater mental ability 
for his age than one who progresses less rapidly and 
learns less. To this extent, therefore, certain achieve¬ 
ment questions such as vocabulary and arithmetic¬ 
reasoning questions, even though depending on language, 
do measure mental ability. 
ALTERNATIVE FORMS 
There are four forms of the Gamma Test (Forms AM, 
BM, C, and D), similar in construction but differing in 
content. Forms C and D are published in a smaller size 
with a special folding, as in Beta Test : Forms A and B. 
SPECIAL FEATURES 
The tests are self-administering in the same sense as 
the Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental Ability, in 
that it is necessary merely to pass out the booklets, allow 
the pupils time to study the first page with a minimum of 
directions, and then let them go ahead and take the test. 
A single examiner may administer the tests to all the 
classes of a moderate-sized school in a day, by devoting 
a few minutes to start one class taking the test, leaving 
the class in care of the teacher, and going on to the next 
class, etc. This is a good way to assure reasonable 
uniformity of procedure in the giving of the tests. 
In addition to the ease of administration which these 
tests afford by virtue of their single time limit, a new 
method of stencil scoring is provided by which the 
tests may be scored even more rapidly than the Self- 
Administering Tests. 
Provision is made in Forms AM and BM for the pupil to 
put his answers to all the questions on one sheet, called 
the Answer Sheet, which is page 2 of the test booklet. To 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
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2 Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
use the Answer Sheet, the pupil tears it off from the rest of 
the booklet and slips it under the booklet in such a way 
that the spaces for the answers appear just to the right 
of the test page. 12345 
A row of 5 spaces like this N jj j| j! on the 
Answer Sheet corresponds to each question. The spaces 
are numbered consecutively and arranged so as to align 
perfectly with the questions on the test paper in order 
to make sure the pupil will not put his answer mark in 
the wrong row of spaces. 
To indicate his answer to a question, the pupil makes 
a vertical mark in the space that has the same number 
1 2 3 4 5 
as the answer he has chosen, like this : H || | 
The Answer Sheet is then scored by a stencil key con¬ 
taining holes so spaced that if the pupil has put his mark 
in the right space it will show through the hole in the 
Key ; otherwise not. To score the paper, it is necessary 
merely to count the marks that can be seen through the 
holes in the Key. One application of the Key is suffi¬ 
cient, of course, to score the whole test. 
Experience shows that this is the quickest possible 
method of scoring a test “by hand,” so to speak. Its 
principal advantage is that the scorer does not have to 
look at each answer to see whether a cross is in or not 
in a given square or circle — he disregards all wrong 
answers completely and merely counts right ones. 
It is by reason of this new scoring feature that the 
tests are called “Quick-Scoring Tests.” 
MACHINE SCORING 
Forms AM and BM of the Gamma Test may be scored 
also by the International Business Machines Corporation 
scoring machine. For this purpose a special extra 
Answer Sheet must be used. It is used in the same way 
as the attached Answer Sheet but has to be printed 
separately. It is also sold separately. 
Further information about machine scoring of these 
tests may be had by addressing World Book Company. 
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
To administer Form AM or BM of the Gamma Test, 
address the pupils as follows: (Give all directions 
slowly and distinctly, with a pause after each sentence.) 
“ We are now going to give you some tests that 
measure your ability to think. I will pass out the test 
papers and as soon as you receive one, read the first 
page and do what it tells you to do ; that is, fill the blanks, 
giving your name, age, etc., and answer the sample 
questions. 
“ Do not open or turn over the booklet. Part of the 
test is to see if you can follow directions.” 
Have the test papers passed, one to each pupil, right 
side up; that is, with the title page up. If separate 
Answer Sheets are to be used, pass these out also. See 
that every pupil is supplied with two pencils and an 
eraser. It is better not to have the pencils too sharp, 
principally because it is better to have the pupils make 
wide marks, since these are easy to see. 
Allow a reasonable time for all to finish reading the 
first page ; then say : “ Is there anyone who does not 
understand howto answer the samples ? ” Be sure all do. 
If the attached Answer Sheet is to be used, read the 
first indented paragraph below and skip the second. 
If the machine-scoring Answer Sheet is to be used, 
skip the first indented paragraph and read the second. 
(.Attached Answer Sheet) 
“ Now turn to page 2, which is the Answer Sheet. 
You are to put your marks in the spaces on this 
Answer Sheet. Tear off the Answer Sheet.” 
(.Machine-Scoring Answer Sheet) 
“ Now notice the separate Answer Sheet that has 
been passed to you. You are to put your marks in 
the spaces on this Answer Sheet. 
(Continue here.) 
“ Slip the Answer Sheet under the edge of page 3 so 
that the column of spaces marked ‘ Page 3 ’ is alongside 
of page 3 like this.” (Show by holding up page 3 with 
the “ Page 3 ” column of the Answer Sheet close to page 3 
of the booklet.) “ Notice that the arrow tips on the 
Answer Sheet point directly toward the arrow tips on 
page 3. In answering the first question, you put a mark 
in one of the spaces in the first row, and so on. 
“ When you finish page 3, pull out the Answer Sheet 
a little way like this,” (Show.) “ so that you can see the 
column of answers for page 4, and do page 4. Always 
keep the Answer Sheet shoved under the booklet so 
that the column of the Answer Sheet on which you are 
working is close to the test paper. 
“ When you come to page 5, fold page 6 under like 
this,” (Show how.) “ so that you can get the ‘ Page 5 ’ 
column of the Answer Sheet close to page 5 of the book¬ 
let like this.” (Show.) 
“ Never put more than one mark in any row of spaces. 
“ Is there anyone who does not understand what to 
do ? ” (Answer any questions about how to take the 
test.) Then say : 
“ As explained in the paragraph below the samples, 
the test contains eighty questions. You are not expected 
to be able to answer all of them, but do the best you can. 
You will be allowed a half hour. Try to get as many 
Manual of Directions for Gamma Test: Forms AM and BM 
right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that 
you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time on 
any one question. No questions about the test will be 
answered after the test begins. 
“ Now go ahead and answer the questions. Re¬ 
member to make heavy black marks.” 
Write immediately on the blackboard the exact time 
when the pupils begin to take the test. It is helpful 
to write on the blackboard also the time the pupils must 
stop work. Thus, if pupils are started at 1:17, write 
this on the blackboard and under it write 1:47. Or 
set your watch exactly on the hour and when it is exactly 
half-past the hour by your watch, the time will be up. 
It should be understood by the examiner that no 
questions about the test are to be answered which 
might give the pupils the slightest help in answering the 
questions; that is, the examiner or teacher may not 
explain the meaning of any word or give any hints. It 
is permissible at the beginning of the examination for 
the examiner to move quietly about the room to make 
sure that the pupils are indicating their answers in the 
proper manner (making heavy black marks), and if 
during the examination a pupil becomes confused on 
account of the use of the separate Answer Sheet, it is 
permissible, of course, to explain to him how to proceed. 
Thereafter it is better for the teacher to remain seated 
at her desk so that the room is quiet and the pupils may 
work undisturbed. 
The one in charge of timing the test should be particu¬ 
larly impressed with the need to watch the time care¬ 
fully, for it is very easy to forget the time and let the 
pupils work more than the time allowed. 
When the stopping time is reached, say : “ Stop ! 
Lay your pencil down.” 
Have the Answer Sheets collected. Then have the 
pupils write their names at the top of page 3 of the 
booklet. Then have the booklets collected. The book¬ 
lets should be preserved until after the scoring of Answer 
Sheets is done ; then they may be destroyed. 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING 
A Key for scoring the test is included in each package 
of tests. 
To score an Answer Sheet, lay the Key over the Answer 
Sheet in such a way that the heavy' circles which are 
printed with crosses in them at the top of the test 
appear through the appropriate holes at the top of the 
Key. The Key will then be adjusted so that all the 
marks that the pupils have made in the right spaces 
will show through the holes. The number of marks so 
3 
appearing is the pupil’s score. This should be written 
in the space provided at the top of the title page. 
The pupils have been instructed to be sure not to . 
put more than one mark in any row of spaces. How¬ 
ever, if in the case of any item two marks have been put 
in the same row of spaces, no credit is given for that 
item. 
Ordinarily in scoring this test there is no need to mark 
the answers right or wrong but merely to count them, 
for only the total score is of significance. To avoid 
errors in counting, after the numbers right have been 
counted, continue the count with the wrong and omitted 
items and make sure that you end with 80. 
In the interest of accuracy it is well for each Answer 
Sheet to be scored independently by two persons. If 
this is done, the score obtained by the first scorer may 
be written at the foot of the page. Then, after the 
next scorer has scored the paper and compared his 
count with that made by the first scorer and found it 
to check, the sheet may be turned and the checked score 
written on the title page. 
DIRECTIONS FOR RECORDING SCORES 
In each package of tests there is included a Class 
Record which provides for the recording of scores of a 
class. 
Before entering the scores, arrange the papers either 
in alphabetical order or in order of magnitude of score, 
according to preference. Then enter the name of each 
pupil, his age in years and months, and his score. 
Note that provision is made on the Class Record for 
entering later the IQ of the pupil and any additional 
data, such as percentile rank in the class or school, 
classification designation, etc., and for entering the 
median age, median score, etc., if desired. 
Provision is made at the foot of page 2 of the Class 
Record for distributing the scores of a class or a school. 
To distribute the scores of a class, make a mark in the 
second column of the table for each pupil’s score, putting 
the mark opposite the interval within which the score 
falls. Thus, if the first pupil has made a score of 63, 
put a mark opposite 60-64. Draw each fifth mark across 
the preceding four like this, MW MW- This makes it 
easier to count the marks. 
After the marks are all entered, count those in each 
interval and write the number in the column headed 
“Freq.” (Frequency). 
To find the median (middle) score, count from either 
end of the distribution to the middle mark. If the 
middle mark falls, say, in the interval 50-54, sort out 
the papers whose scores fall in this interval, and, if the 
median is the third mark in the interval, find the score 
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on the third paper in that bunch of papers. That score 
is the median score of the class. (See Chapter II of 
Otis : Statistical Method in Educational Measurement,l or 
a similar text, for detailed explanations of other methods 
for finding the median.) 
The norms for Gamma were obtained in part by means 
of equating experiments in which 777 pupils took Gamma 
and the Otis Higher Examination, 742 pupils took 
Gamma and Beta, and 1661 pupils took Gamma and the 
Pintner Advanced General Ability Test. 
REPORTING TO THE AUTHOR 
To assist in making the norms more comprehensive, 
the author would appreciate the favor of receiving from 
each school system using 100 tests or more the following 
data for each grade : 
Test used (Gamma) 
Form used (AM or BM) 
Grade 
Date of the test 
Median Age (when each 
age has been recorded 
in years and months) 
Median Score 
That is, the author wishes to know the median age in 
years and months and the median score of all the pupils 
in the school system who are in the ninth grade, the same 
for all who are in the tenth grade, etc., whatever grades 
were tested. Address Dr. Arthur S. Otis, care of-World 
Book Company, Yonkers, New York. This courtesy 
will be appreciated. 
NORMS 
If a large number of 15-year pupils take a test and their 
scores are arranged in order, the median or middle score 
is considered as just normal for 15-year pupils and is 
said to be the norm for the age of 15 years. 
Table 1 gives the norms for the various ages of pupils 
taking Gamma. The table is read as follows : The norm 
for the age of 11 years 0 months is a score of 20, etc. 
The norm for adults is 42. 
TABLE 1 
NORMS IN THE GAMMA TEST, FORMS AM AND BM 
YEARS-*- 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 
or over 
0 20 25 29 33 37 39 41 42 
l 21 26 30 34 37 40 41 
2 21 26 30 34 37 40 41 
3 22 26 30 34 38 40 41 
4 22 27 31 35 38 40 41 
52 ® w 
22 27 31 35 38 40 41 
H 
Z e 
g 6 23 27 31 35 38 40 42 
» 7 23 28 32 36 38 41 42 
8 23 28 32 36 39 41 42 
9 24 28 32 36 39 41 42 
10 24 29 33 36 39 41 42 
11 25 29 33 37 39 41 42 
1 Published by World Book Company. 
INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
A measure of a pupil’s brightness, called an Intelligence 
Quotient (IQ), is sometimes found by dividing the pupil’s 
Mental Age by the Binet Scale by his “Chronological 
Age.” 
A measure of brightness of a pupil comparable to an 
intelligence quotient (IQ) obtained by the Binet Scale 
may be found by comparing his score in the Gamma 
Test with the norm for his age, as explained below. A 
measure so found is not a quotient, but it is called an 
“IQ” because it has the same significance as an IQ. 
How TO FIND A PUPIL’S “GAMMA IQ” 
To find a pupil’s “Gamma IQ” proceed as follows : 
1. Find the norm for the pupil’s age from Table 1. 
2. Find the amount by which the pupil’s score exceeds 
(or falls below) the norm for his age. Call this his 
“deviation of score.” 
3. Add the pupil’s deviation of score to 100 (or subtract 
from 100 if the deviation is downward). The result 
is the pupil’s “Gamma IQ.” 
For example, suppose a pupil of the age of 14 years 
6 months makes a score of 45. The norm for 14 years 
6 months in Table 1 is 35 points. The pupil’s score 
of 45 points exceeds his norm of 35 by 10 points. Hence 
his “Gamma IQ” is 100 + 10, or 110. 
“ Gamma IQ’s” found by this method tend to be 
somewhat less variable than ordinary IQ’s ; that is, they 
tend to be somewhat nearer to 100. This fact should 
be borne in mind if comparisons are made between 
“ Gamma IQ’s,” found as above, and ordinary IQ’s, 
found by the division method. 
VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE TEST 
The method by which the items of the Higher Exam¬ 
ination (used in Gamma) were originally validated is 
described in the Manual for the Otis Self-Administering 
Tests of Mental Ability. 
In an article in the Journal of Experimental Education 
for March, 1937, Alphonse Chapanis, of Connecticut 
State College, describes an experiment in which the 
validity of each item of the Higher Examination was 
investigated by finding the biserial coefficient of correla¬ 
tion between the item and the total score in the test. 
Although the scores of only 100 adults of each sex were 
used in the experiment, the coefficients for the items 
Manual of Directions for Gamma Test 5 
were without exception positive for both sexes, having 
a median value of + .61. This experiment indicates 
that all the items of the Higher Examination have real 
validity in a mental ability test. 
The correlation between the Gamma Test and the 
Higher Examination was found for the 1007 pupils tested 
in Yonkers, New York. The coefficients were as shown 
in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN GAMMA AND HIGHER 
EXAMINATION 
GRADE 10 11 12 AVERAGE 
Gamma A 1st — Higher Exam. 2d 








Gamma B 1st — Higher Exam. 2d 







Average number of pupils per coefficient = 84 
The reliability of the Gamma Test was investigated by 
correlating the odd-numbered and even-numbered items 
of the test papers of 257 pupils in Grades 10, 11, and 12. 
The coefficients so found were, respectively, .82, .85, and 
.73 for the three grades. When corrected by the Spear¬ 
man-Brown formula, the reliability coefficients for the 
three grades were found to be .90, .91, and .85, respec¬ 
tively. 
APPLICATION OF RESULTS 
Purposes of mental ability tests. The principal pur¬ 
poses for which mental tests are given are these : 
1. For teaching purposes, to discover which pupils are 
bright and capable of doing better school work than they 
are doing and to discover which pupils are dull and may 
be attempting work beyond their capacity. 
2. For administrative purposes, to regrade pupils so 
that the pupils in any one grade will be more homo¬ 
geneous in mental ability and therefore able to progress at 
more nearly the same rate than otherwise. 
3. For administrative purposes, to classify pupils into 
separate groups within grades in order that the brighter 
or the more mature pupils may be given an enriched 
curriculum and in order that the duller or the less mature 
pupils may be allowed to progress at a slower rate. 
Such classifying is sometimes done on the basis of score 
(dividing the pupils on the basis of mental maturity) 
and sometimes on the basis of IQ (dividing the pupils on 
the basis of brightness). The first of these methods is 
recommended. 
4. For research purposes, to obtain two or more groups 
of equal mental ability or brightness which may be given 
different methods of instruction for the purpose of deter¬ 
mining which method is superior. 
5. For guidance purposes, to assist pupils to choose 
wisely in planning their educational, recreational, and 
vocational programs. 
6. For administrative purposes, to determine the 
comparative mental status of pupils of different schools 
or localities. 
Distributing scores. For any one of the purposes 
mentioned above it is desirable to distribute the scores of 
a class. This is usually done by finding the intervals 
0-4, 5-9, etc., into which the scores fall. Provision is 
made for so distributing the scores of a class on the Class 
Record, a copy of which is enclosed in each package of 
tests. 
Classifying pupils according to score. If desired to 
divide the pupils of a grade into classes according to score, 
the scores of all the pupils of the grade may be entered in 
one distribution on a Class Record or the test papers may 
be arranged in order of score. The scores may then be 
divided into an upper third, middle third, and lower 
third, or in any other convenient way, and the pupils 
classified accordingly. 
It will be found that pupils so grouped are much more 
alike in their ability to learn than the pupils of the whole 
group and can be taught together much more easily. 
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Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Name Age last birthday years 
First name, initial, and last name 
Birthday Teacher Date 19  
Month Day 
Grade School City  
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here are three 
sample questions. Five answers are given under each question. Read each question and decide which 
of the five answers below it is the right answer. 
Sample a: Which one of the five things below is oft? i 
© glass © stone ® cotton © iron © ice  
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. And the 
word cotton is No. 3 ; so a heavy mark has been put in the space under the 3 at the 
right. This is the way you are to answer the questions. 
Try the next sample question yourself. Do not write the answer ; just draw a line 
under it and then put a heavy mark in the space under the right number. 
Sample b: A robin is a kind of — « 
© plant © bird © worm ® fish © flower  
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word bird, and bird is 
No. 7 ; so you should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 7. Try this one : 
Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? « 
@63 ©48 ©29 @67 © 16  
The answer, of course, is 57 ; so you should have drawn a line under 57, and that 
is No. 14; so you should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 14. 
The test contains 80 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the best 
you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to get as many 
right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time 
on any one question. No questions about thé test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. 
Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin. 
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1. The opposite of hate is — 
® enemy © fear © love ® friend ® joy  
2. If 2 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents ? 
© 100 © 10 © 20 ©26 ©6  
3. A dog does not always have — 
© eyes © bones @ a nose © a collar © lungs  
4. A recollection that is indefinite and uncertain may be said to be — 
© forgotten © secure ® vague @ imminent ® fond . 
6. Which of these words would come first in the dictionary ? 
® more <§) pile @ mist © pick © mine  
6. A fox most resembles a — 
© pig ® goat @ wolf © tiger © cat  
7. Gold is more costly than silver because it is — 
© heavier © scarcer ® yellower © harder © prettier 
8. The first drawing below is related to the second in the same way that the third one is to 
one of the remaining four. Which one? 
This is to this as this .S3) M 
9. A radio is related to a telephone in the same way that (?) is to a railroad train. 
@ a highway © an airplane @ gasoline © speed © noise  
10. The opposite of wasteful is — 
@ wealthy @ quiet ® stingy © economical @ extravagant  
11. A debate always involves — 
© an audience © judges © a prize © a controversy © an auditorium 
12. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children 
in each son’s family. How many were there in the party? 
© 7 © 8 © 12 © 13 © 14  
13. One number is wrong in the following series. 
15263 7 495 
What should that number be ? 
© 9 @7 © 8 
14. A school is most likely to have — 
© maps © books 
© 10 © 6  
© a janitor © a teacher @ a blackboard 
15. What letter in the word WASHINGTON is the same number in the word (counting 
from the beginning) as it is in the alphabet ? 
©A @N @G ®T ©O  
16. Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are (?) wiser than their sons. 
© always © usually © much @ rarely © never    
17. Four of these five things are alike in some way. Which one is not like the other four? 
© nut © turnip © rose © apple © potatoes  
18. The opposite of frequently is — 
© occasionally © seldom © never ® periodically ® often 
19. Tliis •—-—N is to this / / / / as this 
20. At a dinner there is always — 
@ soup 
s^^as is is to — 
n) wine ® food ® waiters dishes 
21. If 10 boxes full of apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 4 pounds, 
how many pounds do all the apples weigh? 
@40 @ 360 • ® 396 ® 400 © 404  
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company f 3 1 
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22. If a boy can run at the rate of 5 feet in } of a second, how many feet can he 
run in 10 seconds? @1 @60 @ 260 @2 @26  
23. A thermometer is related to temperature as a speedometer is to — 
@ fast @ automobile ® velocity © time © heat  
24. “State of changing place” is a good definition for — 
© advancement © retardation © rotation © motion © revision 
25. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?). 
All residents in this block are Republicans. 
Smith is not a Republican. Smith resides in this block. 
© true @ false © not certain  
26. If the words below were arranged to make a good sentence, with what letter 
would the second word of the sentence begin ? 
same means big large the as 
©a ©b ©m ©s ®t  
27. Sunlight is to darkness as (?) is to stillness. 
© quiet @ sound © dark ® loud © moonlight  
28. A grandmother is always ( ?) than her granddaughter. 
© smarter © more quiet © older © smaller ® slower  
29. Such things as looks, dress, likes, and dislikes indicate one’s — 
© character © wisdom © personality © gossip © reputation 
30. A tree always has — 
© leaves © fruit © buds © roots © a shadow 
31. In general it is safest to judge a man’s character by his — 
@ voice @ clothes © deeds @ wealth © face.. 
32. Which of these words is related to many as exceptional is to ordinary ? 
© none @ each © more @ much ® few  
33. This 
o o 
O O is to this 
34. What is related to a cube in the same way that a circle is related to a square ? 
© circumference © comers © sphere © solid © thickness.. 
36. Which one of these pairs of words is most unlike the other three ? 
@ run — fast © large — big @ loan — lend @ buy — purchase 
36. The opposite of awkward is — 
@ strong © pretty © graceful © short @ swift  
37. The two words superfluous and requisite mean — 
@ the same © the opposite © neither same nor opposite  
38. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which one is not like these four ? 
© push @ hold © lift © drag © pull  
39. The idea that the earth is flat is — 
© absurd @ misleading © improbable © unfair © wicked. 
40. The opposite of loyal is — 
© treacherous ® enemy ® thief © coward @ jealous  
41. The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to — 
@ Mars @ the sun @ clouds @ stars © the universe  
42. The opposite of sorrow is — 
© fun @ success © joy © prosperity © hope  
43. If the first two statements are true, the third is (?). 
Frank is older than George. James is older than Frank. 
George is younger than James. 
© true © false ® not certain  
44. If 2^ yards of cloth cost 30 cents, what will 10 yards cost ? 
© $1.20 © 75*5 © 40*5 © $3.00 
46. Congest means to bring together, condole means to grieve together. 
Therefore con means — © to bring © together © to grieve 
[4] 
© 37£*5  
© to bring or grieve together  
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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46. The law of gravitation is — 
© obsolete © absolute @ approximate ® conditional © constitutional  
47. Oil is to toil as ( ?) is to hate. 
@ love © work @ boil @ ate ® hat  
48. If 4J yards of cloth cost 90 cents, what will yards cost? 
@ $3.15 © 86|^ ® 70^ © 89^5 © 35£  




50. This l^\ is to this 
o 
as this v is to — 
©6 © 5 
61. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?). 
Some of our citizens are Methodists. Some of our citizens are doctors. 
Some of our citizens are Methodist doctors. 
® true @ false © not certain  
52. Which one of the five words below is most unlike the other four ? 
© fast © agile © run © quick © speedy  
63. One who says things he knows to be wrong is said to be — 
© careless © misled © conceited @ untruthful @ prejudiced 
54. If the words below were arranged to make the best sentence, 
with what letter would the last word of the sentence end ? 
sincerity traits courtesy character of desirable 
@r ©y ® s ®e @d.. 
and are 
65. If a strip of cloth 36 inches long will shrink to 33 inches when washed, 
how many inches long will a 48-inch strip be after shrinking? 
© 47 ©44 @45 @46 © 45|  
56. Which of these expressions is most unlike the other three? 
® draw pictures © clean house @ come home © work problems 
57. If the following words were seen on a wall by looking at a mirror on the opposite wall, 
which word would appear exactly the same as if seen directly ? 
© MEET © ROTOR © MAMA © DEED © TOOT 
58. Find the two letters in the word ACTOR which have just as many letters between them in 
the word as in the alphabet. Which one of these two letters comes first in the alphabet ? 
©A @ C ® T 
59. A surface is related to a line as a line is to a — 
© solid © plane @ curve @ point © string. 
60. One number is wrong in the following series. 
1 2 4 7 11 16 23 
What should that number be ? 
@3 © 6 @10 
61. This is to this as this is to- 
© o @ R  
©
© 16 ® 22.. 
- ©Æ ©^1 © 
62. How many of the following words can be made from the letters in the word 
STRANGLE, using any letter any number of times? 
greatest, tangle, garage, stresses, related, grease, nearest, reeling 
@7 ©6 ©3 ©4 ©6  
63. Which of the following is a trait of character ? 
© reputation © wealth © influence © fickleness ® strength   
[ 5 1 (Go right on to the next page.) 
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hypothetical. 
64. A statement the meaning of which is not definite is said to be — 
(§) erroneous © doubtful © ambiguous © distorted 
66. Evolution is to revolution as crawl is to — 
© baby © floor ® stand © run © hands and knees  
66. Coming is to came as now is to — 
® today @ some time © tomorrow © before now ® hereafter 
67. One number is wrong in the following series. 
1 2 4 8 16 32 64 96 
What should that number be? 
©3 ©6 ©12 ©48 ©128  
68. If George can ride a bicycle 60 feet while Frank runs 40 feet, how many feet can 
George ride while Frank runs 30 feet? 
© 60 © 10 © 46 © 20 @70  
69. What letter is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is midway 
between D and I in the word REPRODUCTION? 
@C ©R ©O @N ©D  
70. 'Which of the five things following is most like these three : ivory, snow, and milk ? 
® butter @ rain @ cold © cotton © water.. 
71. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. 
How many pints of milk will it take to make 25 pints of the mixture ? 
© 25 © 16§ ©16 @ 12J © 10  
72. A man who spends his money lavishly for non-essentials is considered to be — 
® fortunate © thrifty © extravagant © generous 
73. This n Dk is to this! as this rZ Æ 07 is to— ® V r ,(E 
economical. 
74. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?). 
One cannot become a good violinist without much practice. 
Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become a good violinist 
© true © false ® not certain  
76. Which of these expressions is most unlike the other three? 
@ small to tiny © pretty to beautiful 
76. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
the fifth word in the sentence would begin with what letter ? 
life friends valuable to The make asset in a 
@1 ©f ®v ©t ©a.. 
© warm to hot © excellent to good. 
is ability 
77. What number is in the space that is in the rectangle and in the triangle 
but not in the circle ? 
@1 @2 @3 @4 @6  
78. hat number is in the same geometrical figure or figures (and no others) 
as the number 6 ? 
@1 @2 ©3 ©4 ©6  
79. How many numbers are there each of which is in two geometrical figures 
but only two ? 
®1 ©2 ©3 ©4 ©6   
80. If a wire 40 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is $ as long as the other piece, 
how long must the shorter piece be? 
® 26f in. © 39J in. © 18 in. © 24 in. @ 16 in. 
[6] 
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Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly. 
Name   




and last name 
Teacher 
 Age last birthday years 
 Date 19  
City  
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here are three 
sample questions. Five answers are given under each question. Read each question and decide which 
of the five answers below it is the right answer. 
Sample a: Which one of the five things below is soft ? 12345 
© glass © stone © cotton © iron © ice  I 
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. And the 
word cotton is No. 3; so a heavy mark has been put in the space under the 3 at the 
right. This is the way you are to answer the questions. 
Try the next sample question yourself. Do not write the answer ; just draw a line 
under it and then put a heavy mark in the space under the right number. 
Sample b: A robin is a kind of — « 7 s 9 10 
© plant © bird ® worm © fish @) flower.... 
The answer is bird; so you should have drawn a line under the word bird, and bird is 
No. 7 ; so you should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 7. Try this one : 
Sample c: Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55 ? n 12 » u 15 
@63 @48 @29 @67 @16 li ii \\ 
The answer, of course, is 57 ; so you should have drawn a line under 57, and that 
is No. 14 ; so you should have put a heavy mark in the space under the 14. 
The test contains 80 questions. You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do the best 
you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. Try to get as many 
right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time 
on any one question. No questions about the test will be answered by the examiner after the test begins. 
Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
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1. The opposite of love is — ' 
© like © anger ® hate © strange © lover  
2. If 3 pencils cost 10 cents, how many pencils can be bought for 50 cents?. 
©6 ©30 ©15 ©3 © 160  
3. A man does not always have — 
@ arteries © skin @ muscle © teeth © blood  
4. The opposite of honor is — 
@ glory © cowardice © disgrace @ fear © defeat  
6. Which of these words would come first in the dictionary ? 
@ none © take @ nest © told © near  
6. A word meaning the same as effect is — 
@ cause @ affect @ result (§) change ® answer  
7. Lead is cheaper than silver because it is — 
© duller © more plentiful © softer @ heavier © less useful 
8. The first drawing is related to the second in the same way that the third one is to 
one of the remaining four. Which one ? 
This is to this as this W _n_fl HI <=3| cüT J is to— ® r-1 — ® i 1 " 11 ® U ® L 
9. The opposite of gentle is — 
© strong @ rough © humane @ thoughtless © careless  
10. A contest always has — 
@ an umpire © applause © spectators ® opponents © victory. 
11. The opposite of cowardly is — 
© loyal © strong © treacherous © brave © friendly  
12. A party consisted of a man and his wife, his three sons and their wives, 
and three children in each of the sons’ families. 
How many were there in the party ? 
© 8 © 11 ©14 © 16 © 17 
13. Which word is needed to begin the following sentence ? 
 a straight-line geometrical figure has only three straight sides, it is a triangle. 
© Although © Since © If © Now that ® Because. 
14. A street always has — 
© asphalt © curbs © lights © width © gutters  
16. What letter in the word SUPERFLUOUS is the same number in the word 
(counting from the beginning) as it is in the alphabet ? 
@E ©P ©F @S ®U   
16. A father is always ( ?) than his son. 
@ wiser @ older @ richer @ stronger © taller  
17. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. Which one is not like these four ? 
<© walk © run © kneel © skip © jump  
18. The opposite of seldom is — 
© never © frequently © invariably © always ® many 
* A 
This is to this 
A 
as this on A ®mo 
□ 
®OA ® AO 19. ‘"LT
J M I I is to- 
20. If 10 boxes full of oranges weigh 500 pounds, and each box when empty weighs 5 pounds, 
how many pounds do all the oranges weigh? © 496 ' © 560 @ 460 © 605 
□ “► 
@AO  
@ 490  
21. One number is wrong in this series : 1 
What should that number be ? 
@11 © 6 
Copyright 193 by World Book Company 
Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved 
62738495 10 7 11 
©10 © 8 © 12  
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22. If a boy can run at the rate of 8 feet in ^ of a second, how many feet can he run in 10 seconds? 
@10 @24 @ 240 @80 @ 300  
23. A sewing machine is related to a needle as a typewriter is to — 
@ a pin © a cloth @ a pen © ink © a page  
24. Forward motion is a good definition for — 
© transfer © rotation © entrance ® progress @ retardation  
25. If the first two statements iollowing are true, the third is (?). 
All members of this club are Republicans. Smith is not a Republican. 
Smith is a member of this club. 
© true @ false © not certain  
26. If the following words were arranged to make the best sentence, the last word of the 
sentence would begin with what letter ? 
tests pupils mental thousands have of taken 
®m @p © t @h ®o..  
27. An egg is related to a bird in the same way that (?) is related to a plant. 
© shell ® seed © leaf © feather © root  
28. Sound is related to quiet in the same way that sunlight is to — 
© bright © evaporation © darkness © a cellar © noise  
29. Which word makes the truest sentence? Women are (?) shorter than their husbands. 
© always © much © usually © rarely © never  
30. What people say about a person constitutes his — 
© character © gossip © disposition © reputation © personality. 
31. A home always has — 
@ a mother ® hearth © familiarity ® congeniality © music  
32. A person who never pretends to be anything other than what he is, is said to be — 
© loyal © hypocritical © courageous © meek © sincere  
4 
33. This is to this is to 
wicked. 
as this 
34. An ellipse is related to a circle as a diamond is to a — 
© ring © rectangle © square 
35. Which of these pairs of words is most unlike the other three? 
© work — hard @ little —small 
36. The opposite of destroy is — 
@ alter @ continue © create 
37. The two words repentant and reluctant mean — 
© the same © neither same nor opposite 
38. Which of the five things following is most unlike the other four ? 
@ nail @ hammer @ screw © bolt 
39. The statement that the moon is made of-green cheese is — 
© absurd © misleading © improbable 
40. The opposite of economical is — 
© extravagant © stingy © cheap © value 
41. A word meaning the same as controversy is — 
© conversation © dispute © discussion © lawsuit 
42. The opposite of skillful is — 
@ lazy @ weak © clumsy @ slow 
43. If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?). 
George is older than Frank. James is older than George. 
Frank is younger than James. 
© true @ false ® not certain  
44. If yards of cloth cost $2, how many dollars will 10 yards cost? 
©8 @26 ©20 ©4 ©6  
45. Superimpose means to lay above ; superinduce means to bring in above. Therefore super means —■ 
© to lay © above © to bring © to lay or to bring © to lay in  
[ 4 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 
© blossom — flower © grief — sorrow. 
© destroy © change  
@ the opposite  
© tack  























Find the letter in this sentence which appears a second time nearest the beginning. 
@F ©e ©t (§) i © h  
Which one of the five words below is most like these three : love, hate, joy ? 
@ memory © taste © health © anger © life  
If 4§- yards of cloth cost 90 cents, what will 2^ yards cost ? 
@ $2.25 ® 88^ © 50j5 ® 87£(£ @ 11^  
If the settlement of a difference between two parties is made by a third party, 
it is called — 
® a compromise © a truce @ a promise © an injunction 
© an arbitration  
This 
<V> .stothisO asthis"^ isto-®<0> .©l^T 
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?). 
Some of Brown’s friends are Catholics. Some of Brown’s friends are lawyers. 
Some of Brown’s friends are Catholic lawyers. 
® true © false ® not certain  
Which one of the five words following is most unlike the other four ? 
© drop © come © here © stay © have  
A man who is averse to change and progress is said to be — 
© democratic © radical © anarchistic © conservative © liberal 
If a strip of cloth 32 inches long will shrink to 28 inches when washed, 
how many inches long will a 24-inch strip of the same cloth be after shrinking ? 
@21 @20 @22 © 23 © 24  
If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, the last word of the sentence 
would begin with what letter ? 
preparation training life A excellent an college is 
@t ©1 ©p © e ©c   
Which of these expressions is most unlike the other three ? 
© shovel snow @ sweep floors © walk fast © write letters... 
for 
If the following names were seen on a wall by looking at a mirror on the opposite wall, 
which name would appear exactly the same as if seen directly? 
© ANNE © HANNAH @ LULU © ADA © OTTO 
Find the two letters in the word DIVOT which have just as many letters between them in 
the word as in the alphabet. Which one of these two letters comes first in the alphabet? 
@D ©I ©V ©O @T  
A point is to a line as a line is to a — 
© curve © pencil © dot © surface © solid  
One number is wrong in the following series : 0 
What should that nuniber be ? 
© 9 © 2 © 37 
1 3 6 10 15 21 29 36 
©5 © 28 
□ □ 
This □ □ is to this as this 
□—□ 
U—□ is to— © 
0-0 
0-0 
How many of the following words can be made of the letters in the word CELEBRATE, 
using any letter twice? 
create better traceable erect tables rabble crated prattle barter 
@6 ©6 ©3 ©4 ©2  
Which of the following is a trait of character? 
© personality © esteem © love ® generosity © health  
[ 5 ] (Go right on to the next page.) 













One can measure a city block by pacing. 
@ evenly © carefully ® approximately ® cautiously @ correctly  
A stone falling freely from a cliff — 
® accentuates ® accompanies ® acquits © accelerates © activates  
Going is to went as now is to — 
© today @ tomorrow © presently © earlier © later  
One number is wrong in the following seri s. i 
What should that number ? ^ 
1 4 9 16 25 36 45 64 
© 7 © 14 © 23 ©34 ©48  
If Frank can ride a bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, 
how many feet can Frank ride while George runs 30 feet? 
© 16 © 40 © 46 © 60 @60 
Write the letter of the alphabet which is the third to the right of the letter 
which is midway between M and Q. 
©N @R ®L ©O ©P  
Four of the things following are alike in a certain way. Which one is not like these four ? 
@ snow © ivory @ cotton © soot ® milk  
A hotel serves a mixture of 3 parts cream and 2 parts milk. 
How many pints of cream will it take to make 25 pints of the mixture ? 
@76 ©24 ©16 © 92£ ©   
A man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be — 
© influential © hypocritical © prejudiced © decisive © impartial 
A) 
is to this as this 
\A7 
© 
If the first two statements following are true, the third is (?). 
It takes perseverance to become a skillful juggler. This boy has perseverance. 
He will become a skillful juggler. 
® true ® false ® not certain  
Which of these pairs of words is most unlike the other three? 
© go and come © strong and weak @ in and out @ south and west 
76. Which of the following is related to stars in the same way 
that physiology is to blood ? 
@ telescope © astronomy @ darkness © light waves ® chemistry 
77. What number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle 
but not in the circle ? 
@1 ©2 @3 ©4 ©6 '.  
78. What number is in the same geometrical figure or figures (and no others) 
as the number 6 ? 
©1 ©2 ©3 ©4 ©6   
79. How many spaces are there each of which is in two geometrical figures 
but only two ? 
©7 ©6 ©3 ©4 ©6  
80. If a wire 40 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is § as long as the other piece, 
how many inches long must the longer piece be ? 
® 26f © 30 © 39£ ® 13J © 24  
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PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY TESTS 
VERBAL SERIES 
Directions for Administering and Scoring 
Pintner Intermediate Test and 
Pintner Advanced Test 
I. THE COMPLETE SERIES 
The Pintner General Ability Tests, Verbal Series, 
have been developed to fulfill modern requirements for 
a complete series of group tests of general intellectual 
ability or aptitude covering all levels from kinder¬ 
garten age to maturity. For convenience in adminis¬ 
tration and in order to provide tests which are long 
enough to be reliable, the series is organized into several 
batteries, each of which covers an ability range of three 
or four school grades. All batteries yield scores on a 
single standard score scale ; thus direct comparability of 
results from one battery to another is made possible. 
Each battery of the series provides for measurement 
of a variety of skills or abilities which constitute 
different aspects of the composite quality which is 
usually termed general mental ability. All the tests 
in this series are essentially verbal in nature, requiring 
an understanding of language. Brief descriptions of the 
batteries which comprise the Pintner General Ability 
Tests, Verbal Series, are given below. More detailed 
information concerning the nature of the different tests, 
their standardization, the derivation of the standard 
score scale, validity and reliability, is contained in the 
Manual for Interpreting published for the series.1 
Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test. This test for 
kindergarten, Grade 1, and the first half of Grade 2 is 
published in two equivalent forms, Form A and Form B. 
It is composed entirely of pictures, which are marked 
by the pupils according to the examiner’s verbal direc¬ 
tions. It contains seven different subtests covering 
as many different aspects of general mental ability. 
Form A is essentially the same as the original Pintner- 
Cunningham Primary Mental Test, which has been 
used for many years with great success; it differs in 
that the pictures have been redrawn and the norms have 
been redetermined and revised to bring them in line 
with the other tests of the series. Form B, which is 
entirely new, has been constructed to parallel Form A, 
and the two forms are equated. 
Pintner-Durost Elementary Test. This test for the 
last half of Grade 2, Grade 3, and the first half of 
1 This must be ordered separately. 
Grade 4 is published in two equivalent forms, Form A 
and Form B. It is made up of two parts, the Picture 
Content Scale consisting entirely of material presented 
orally by the teacher with responses indicated by the 
child largely through the medium of pictures, and the 
Reading Content Scale, comprising six tests similar in 
form to those of the Intermediate and Advanced 
Tests. The two scales are published separately but 
may be used in conjunction to discover pupils of good 
native ability who are handicapped by lack of reading 
skill. 
Pintner Intermediate Test,. This test for Grades 4 
to 9 inclusivé is published in two equivalent forms, 
Form A and Form B. It measures eight different 
aspects of general mental ability through the following 
eight subtests : Vocabulary, Logical Selection, Number 
Sequence, Best Answer, Classification, Opposites, Anal¬ 
ogies, and Arithmetic Reasoning. This test is semii- 
self-administering, in that all instructions concerning 
the method of response are given prior to the pupils’ 
beginning the test. All items are of the five-alternative- 
answer type, which permits arrangement for rapid 
scoring by means of a perforated key. 
Pintner Advanced Test. This test for Grade 9 and 
above is published in two equivalent forms, Form A 
and Form B. It is similar to the Pintner Intermediate 
Test described above and may be considered for all 
practical purposes an extension of that test to higher 
ability levels. 
II. STANDARDIZATION OP INTERMEDIATE 
AND ADVANCED TESTS. 
An unusually thorough experimental program has 
been conducted in connection with the standardization 
of the Pintner Intermediate and Advanced Tests. 
Although the Intermediate Test had been previously 
standardized (before its earlier publication as the 
Pintner Intelligence Test), a completely new deter¬ 
mination of norms has been made for it as well as for 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1938, 1942, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, PRINTED LN U.S.A. Edition b 
2 Pintner General Ability Tests: Verbal Series 
the Advanced Test. The present norms are based on 
approximately 60,000 cases drawn from seven com¬ 
munities representative of varying economic levels 
of the country. In most of these communities the 
standardization group included the entire public school 
enrollment in Grades 4 through 12. The norms thus 
determined have been checked by equating to the 
national norms of other intelligence tests. 
Such problems as the adequacy of the time limits and 
the clarity of the directions were settled by preliminary 
investigation before the main task of standardization 
was undertaken. The equating of forms has been most 
carefully done. For both Intermediate and Advanced 
Tests, Form A and Form B were administered to groups 
of equal ability ; the equivalence of forms found in this 
manner was checked by administering both forms to 
the same group, half of the group taking Form A first, 
the other half taking Form B first. 
Scores on the eight subtests of both Intermediate and 
Advanced Tests were converted into standard scores, 
making the results from one subtest to another directly 
comparable. Experimental determination of the over¬ 
lapping from the Intermediate to the Advanced battery 
has made it possible to express all scores, both Inter¬ 
mediate and Advanced, in terms of a single standard 
score scale; thus results from one battery to another 
are likewise directly comparable. Investigation showed 
the median of the standard scores of the eight subtests 
to be the most satisfactory basis for the assignment of 
mental ages and intelligence quotients. 
The wide sampling of the traits or factors which 
comprise general mental ability insures a high degree 
of validity for the Pintner Tests. Study of the cor¬ 
relations between forms of the Pintner Tests and of 
correlations between odd and even items indicates satis¬ 
factory reliability. 
Complete information concerning the standardization 
of the tests is contained in the Manual for Interpreting. 
EH. GENERAL DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
The test should be given in a room where a quiet 
atmosphere prevails both within and without. It 
should be administered as if it were an interesting 
lesson or activity, but without preliminary counsel by 
the teacher or examiner. Any influences which might 
cause tenseness and anxiety should be carefully avoided. 
Provision should be made to guard against interruptions 
of any kind. Some examiners post on the door a card 
reading, “Examination. Keep out.” It is best that 
each pupil have two sharpened pencils and an eraser and 
that an extra supply of pencils be on hand in case of 
need. 
To obtain reliable results, the examiner should read 
the entire contents of these directions and be wholly 
familiar with them before attempting to give the test. 
If it is feasible, the examiner should also consult the 
Manual for Interpreting so that he may understand 
the purpose and uses of the test, as well as the mechanics 
of its administration. The wording of the directions 
has been given careful study. It is intended that the 
directions be precise enough for all children to under¬ 
stand what they are to do; the person administering 
the test should follow these directions exactly. 
Both the Pintner Intermediate Test and the Pintner 
Advanced Test are semi-self-administering. All in¬ 
structions concerning the types of items and the way 
in which responses are to be recorded are given prior 
to the pupils’ beginning the test. Sample items repre¬ 
senting all but one of the subtests are given on the 
first page of the test booklet, the single exception being 
the arithmetic reasoning test, which is so similar to that 
commonly met by the child as to require no special 
direction. 
Time limits are provided for the separate subtests. 
They should be adhered to within a margin of a few 
seconds. A regular watch will serve for timing ; a stop 
watch is unnecessary. The examiner should not per¬ 
mit the idea of time limit to create a feeling of pressure 
or nervousness on the part of the pupils. What is 
desired is each child’s best response to the test. 
IV. SPECIFIC DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING 
NOTE. These directions are to be followed exactly. 
Everything to be read to the pupils is printed in boldface 
type. Information intended for the examiner only is 
printed in lightface type. Modified directions are indi¬ 
cated for using separate answer sheets. The same direc¬ 
tions are used for both the Intermediate Test and the 
Advanced Test, the only difference being in the time limits. 
Make sure that the pupils have pencils and that extra 
pencils are available in case of breakage. The examiner 
must have a watch and a copy of the test for his 
own use. If the separate answer sheets are to be 
scored by machine, every pupil should have a special 
pencil for marking his answers on the answer sheets. 
These pencils may be obtained from International 
Business Machines Corporation, manufacturers of the 
Test Scoring Machines. In this case each examiner 
should have a copy of the test from which the marginal 
answer spaces have been removed, together with the 
proper answer sheet. (The marginal answer spaces 
should be removed from test booklets in advance.) 
If the regular edition is being used, distribute 
the test booklets, saying to the class: 
“ I will give each of you a test booklet. Leave the 
booklet on your desk. Do not open it or write anything 
on it until I tell you to.” Pass out the booklets with 
the first page up. 
After the booklets are distributed, say : 
“ This is a test to see how well you can think. Your 
ability to follow the directions .will have a great deal to 
do with your success on the test; so listen carefully 
and do exactly as you are told. 
“ First fill in the blanks at the top of the first page. 
(The booklet may be held up and the blanks indicated.) 
Write your name plainly ; be sure that you give your 
Directions for Administering and Scoring Intermediate and Advanced Tests 
birth date correctly. When you have filled in all the 
spaces, wait for further instructions.” Allow a reason¬ 
able time for all pupils to fill in the required information. 
If the separate answer sheet for machine scoring 
is being used, substitute the following for the 
paragraphs above, after distributing the test 
booklets, separate answer sheets, and special 
pencils: 
“ Each of you has a test booklet, a separate answer 
sheet, and a special pencil. Leave the booklet on your 
desk. Do not write anything on the test booklet. 
Do not open it until I tell you to. 
“ Look at the front page of the separate answer 
sheet. In the upper right-hand comer it says, * Form 
A . . . B.’ Put a circle around . . . (whichever 
form is used). At the top of the answer sheet you 
will find spaces for recording your name, birth date, 
etc. Fill in all the information called for at the top of 
the first page of the answer sheet. Then turn over the 
answer sheet and continue filling in the spaces at the 
top of the second page. When you have finished filling 
in these spaces on the second page, leave-the answer 
sheet as it is, with the second page up.” 
After pausing a reasonable time for the pupils to fill 
in the required information, say : “ Has everyone filled 
in the information called for on both the front and back 
of the answer sheet?” Pause briefly to allow the 
slower ones to complete their writing. 
When everyone has finished, say : 
“ Look at the front page of the test booklet. Listen 
carefully while I read the directions. 
“ You are to answer all the questions in this booklet 
in the same general way. You are to choose the one 
of the five possible answers which you think is right 
and then show your choice by filling in one of the 
answer spaces on the separate answer sheet. You 
will fill in that answer space which has the same num¬ 
ber or letter that your chosen answer has. 
“ In marking your answer you are to fill in the space 
between the pair of dotted lines as black as you can, 
so that your answer can be seen easily. 
“ Now look at the separate answer sheet. On the 
left-hand side of the second page of the answer sheet 
you will find a column of answer spaces marked 
SAMPLES. (Examiner should hold up the answer 
sheet and indicate the position.) Place your test 
booklet alongside the answer sheet so that the sample 
questions and the answer spaces marked ‘ Samples ’ 
line up together. The arrows on the test booklet and 
those on the answer sheet should be point to point and 
the letters at the end of the dotted line should match 
the letters on the answer sheet.” (Examiner demon¬ 
strates.) 
After making sure that everyone has properly 
articulated his test booklet and answer sheet, con¬ 
tinue with the directions as given in the next 
column. 
S 
“ Listen carefully while I read the directions.” 
Read the directions which are printed on the front 
page of the test booklet, down as far as the word 
“Samples.” Although the samples are shown here, it 
is not necessary for the examiner to read them to the 
class. Read only the sentences in boldface type. 
“ Sample A. Choose the numbered word that means 
the same as the first word (the one without a number). 
(Pause to permit pupils to read the sample.) closed — 
1 far, 2 shut, 3 open, 4 long, 5 up. The right answer 
is shut, which is number 2; so the second answer 
space has been filled in. 
“ Sample B. Choose the numbered word that tells 
what the first word (the one without a number) always 
has. (Pause to permit pupils to read the sample.) 
A table always has — 1 flowers, 2 tablecloth, 3 legs, 
4 varnished top, 5 vase. The right answer is number 
3, legs; so the third answer space has been marked 
by blacking in the space between the dotted lines. 
“ Sample C. From the numbers with letters in 
front of them choose the one which should come next 
in the series of numbers given first. (Pause to permit 
pupils to read the sample.) 123456 — a8,b 7,c 10, 
d 9, e 11. The right answer is 7, which is b; so the 
answer space marked b has been filled in. 
“ Sample D. Choose the best answer. (Pause to 
permit pupils to read the sample.) Why do we use a 
knife ? Because — 1 it looks bright, 2 it can be used to 
cut things, 3 it can be used to eat soup, 4 it is hard, 
5 it is easy to hold. The right answer is number 2, 
‘ Because it can be used to cut things,’ and the second 
answer space has been filled in. 
“ Sample E. Choose the word that does not belong 
with the others. (Pause to permit pupils to read the 
sample.) 1 horse, 2 dog, 3 violet, 4 Trig, 5 camel. The 
right answer is number 3, violet, because it is a flower 
and all the other answers are names of animals. 
Notice that the third answer space has been filled in. 
“ Sample F. Choose the word that means just the 
OPPOSITE of the first word (the one without a 
number). (Pause to permit pupils to read the sample.) 
up — 1 high, 2 bottom, 3 upper, 4 down, 5 far. The 
opposite of the first word, up, is down, which is number 
4 ; so the fourth answer space has been filled in. 
“ Sample G. Choose the word that is related to the 
third word in the same way as the second is related to 
the first. (Pause to permit pupils to read the sample.) 
Hat is to head as shoe is to what ? hat — head : : shoe— 
1 hand, 2 foot, 3 neck, 4 sky, 5 glove. The second word, 
head, is related to the first word, hat, because a hat is 
worn on the head. What word would be related to 
shoe in the same way? The answer, of course, is foot, 
because a shoe is worn on the foot. Foot is number 
2 ; so the second answer space has been filled in.” 
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, If the separate answer sheets are being used, 
insert the following paragraphs: 
“ Each page of this test booklet can be lined up with 
a column of answer spaces on the answer sheet in 
exactly the same way and you are to mark your answers 
on the answer sheet and not on the test booklet. Do 
not mark the booklet in any way. Be sure to use the 
special pencils. If you want to change marks, be sure 
ito erase completely. 
“ You can tell which column of answer spaces to use 
by the number in the middle of the column which will 
correspond to the number of the test. Remember that 
the numbers along the edge of the test page should 
always match the numbers along the column of answer 
spaces and the little arrows on the test page and on the 
answer sheet should point directly toward each other. 
Turn your answer sheet over to the front page so 
that the column marked Test 1 is up. 
Now continue with the regular directions. 
“ Is it now clear to everyone just how you are to 
answer the questions ? ” 
At this point it is permissible for the pupils to ask ques¬ 
tions both concerning the method of answering the items 
— that is, the marking of the answer space — and about 
the types of items covered in the sample. The examiner 
must exercise some judgment at this point. Any child 
who is genuinely puzzled over something should have 
his question answered, but a protracted period of 
questions and answers is to be strictly avoided. 
As soon as any spontaneous questions are answered, 
proceed as follows : 
“Don’t forget how to answer the questions. First 
find the right answer among the possible answers given 
and then fill in the answer space which has the same 
number or letter as your chosen answer has. Be sure 
to make your mark dark enough so that it can be easily 
seen. Never put more than one mark in any one row 
of answer spaces. 
“ There are several different tests in the booklet, 
with questions much like the samples we have an¬ 
swered. The special directions for each test are given 
at the beginning of that test. When I say Go, but not 
before, you are to open your booklets to Test 1 on 
page 3 and begin. First you must read the directions 
at the beginning of the test and then answer the ques¬ 
tions. Be sure to read the directions before you try to 
answer the questions. Then, as soon as you finish 
Test 1, turn the page to Test 2 on page 5 and continue, 
reading the directions carefully before you attempt to 
answer the questions. You are to go through the whole 
test booklet in this way. 
“ Each test has a time limit, and I will tell you when 
time is up. If you have already finished that test, pay 
no attention but keep right on working. If you have not 
finished the test, turn immediately to the next test. 
This is done so that you will have a chance to do all 
you can on each of the parts of the test. 
“ You are not expected to be able to answer all the 
questions ; do the best you can. If you finish the test 
before time is up, you may go back and work on any of 
the sections which you did not have time enough to 
complete. 
“ Now, turn to Test 1. Go.” 
It is desirable to start the test exactly on the minute, 
to avoid dealing with seconds or fractional parts of a 
minute. As soon as the class begins work, note the exact 
starting time and enter it in the appropriate timetable 
for the test which is being given. 
Short Form of the Advanced Test. If it is impossible 
to give the complete Advanced Test, the examiner may 
shorten the procedure in two ways. He may omit 
Test 8, Arithmetic Reasoning, thus reducing the testing 
time to 45 minutes. The elimination of this test will 
not greatly affect the median standard score. A study 
carried out in Grade 10 of the New Rochelle, New York, 
schools and involving 269 students showed the correla¬ 
tion between the median standard score on the complete 
test and the median standard score with Test 8 omitted 
to be .98. However, if the examiner desires to retain a 
more complete sampling of the abilities which comprise 
general mental ability, he may omit Test 6, Opposites, 
and Test 7, Analogies, which are essentially verbal tests, 
and thus reduce the testing time to 42 minutes. The 
effect of eliminating these two tests was also studied on 
the same tenth-grade population in New Rochelle,1 and 
the correlation between the total-test median standard 
score and the median standard score with Tests 6 and 7 
omitted was found to be .96. 
In either case the same norms apply to the Short 
Form as to the Complete Form. 
CAUTION. Be sure to use the appropriate timetable; 
i.e., Intermediate or Advanced. Time limits for the two 
tests differ. 
TIMETABLE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE TEST 
SUBTEST TIME LIMIT FINISHING TIME 
_ Test 1 4 minutes 
 Test 2 4 minutes 
_ Test 3 8 minutes 
 Test 4 5 minutes 
_ Test 5 4 minutes 
 Test 6 4 minutes 
_ Test 7 7 minutes 
  Test 8 9 minutes 
CHECK. 
Starting time  .. o’clock 
-f- 45 minutes 
End of test  .. o’clock 
“End of test” time should agree with finishing time. 
1 The experimental work and statistical procedure involved are fully 
described in the Manual for Interpreting the Pintner General Ability Tests. 
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TIMETABLE FOR THE ADVANCED TEST 
SUBTEST TIME LIMIT FINISHING TIME 
 Test 1 5 minutes 
 Test 2 5 minutes 
_ Test 3 8 minutes 
 Test 4 7 minutes 
 Test 5 7 minutes 
 Test 6 6 minutes 
_ Test 7 7 minutes 
 Test 8 10 minutes 
CHECK. 
Starting time o’clock 
+ 55 minutes 
End of test o’clock 
“End of test” time should agree with finishing time. 
Compute the time it will be when time is up for each 
subtest, and enter the finishing time for each subtest 
in the last column of the table. To find the finishing 
time for Test 1, add to the starting time the number of 
minutes allowed for Test 1 ; then add to this “o’clock” 
the number of minutes allowed for Test 2 to find the 
time it will be when time is up for Test 2, etc. Finish¬ 
ing time for Test 8 is, of course, the finishing time for 
the whole test. The total testing time for Intermediate 
Test is 45 minutes ; the total time for Advanced Test is 
55 minutes. Check your computation by adding the 
total time to the starting time. The finishing time for 
the whole battery found by these two methods should 
agree. 
It is desirable at the beginning of the test for the 
examiner to move quietly about the room to make sure 
that the pupils are indicating their answers in the proper 
manner (making heavy black marks). If, during the 
examination, a pupil becomes confused as to the method 
of answering the questions, it is permissible to explain 
to him how to proceed. Thereafter, it is better for the 
examiner to remain seated at his desk so that the room 
is quiet and the pupils may work undisturbed. 
When time is up for Test 1, say : “ Time is up for 
Test 1. Turn now to Test 2 on page 5. If you finish 
before time is called, go right on to the next test.” 
When you call time up for each subtest, put a check 
mark in front of the word “Test” in the first column 
of the timetable to help you keep your place. It may 
also be helpful to check the following paragraphs as 
each is read. 
When time is up for Test 2, say : “ Time is up for 
Test 2. Turn now to Test 3 on page 7. If you finish 
before time is called, go right on to the next test.” 
When time is up for Test 3, say : “ Time is up for 
Test 3. Turn now to Test 4 on page 9. When you 
finish page 9, turn right over to page 11 and continue. 
If you finish both pages before time is called, go right 
on to the next page.” 
When time is up for Test 4, say : “ Time is up for 
Test 4. Turn over the page and turn the booklet 
around for Test 6. (Show how this is done and make 
sure that everyone continues with Test 5, which is 
on page 12.) Begin work on Test 5.” 
When time is up for Test 5, say : “ Time is up for 
Test 5. Now turn over the page to Test 6, on page 10.” 
When time is up for Test 6, say : “ Time is up for 
Test 6. Turn now to Test 7 on page 8.” 
When time is up for Test 7, say : “ Time is up for 
Test 7. Turn now to Test 8 on page 6. As soon as 
you finish page 6, turn over to the next page, page 4, 
and continue.” 
When time is up for Test 8, say : “ Stop. Time is 
up now. Close your booklets immediately.” 
Collect the tests at once. Arrange them in alpha¬ 
betical order in readiness for scoring. 
If the separate answer sheet for machine scoring 
is being used, collect the test booklets, telling the 
pupils to retain the answer sheets. Then tell the 
pupils to go over each mark on the answer sheet, 
making a black shiny mark, and to erase any 
stray marks not intended Jçf correct answers. 
NOTE. These time limits are extremely liberal. 
They were made so intentionally, so that speed should 
not be emphasized. In some classes or schools all the 
children finish the complete test several minutes before 
the time limits are reached. In such cases, the ex¬ 
aminer may collect the booklets, without waiting until 
the time limit is reached. 
V. DIRECTIONS FOR HAND SCORING 
The need for accuracy in the scoring of standardized 
tests cannot be overemphasized. All scoring should be 
checked, especially if the test results are to be used for 
individual guidance. 
Each operation in the scoring should be made as 
nearly mechanical as possible. The most efficient 
scoring is done when the process becomes very nearly 
automatic. 
The Pintner Intermediate and Advanced Tests are 
scored by means of a patented scoring arrangement 
which does away with the necessity of marking with 
pencil each item right or wrong. To score a test book¬ 
let, a perforated scoring key (which is included in each 
package of tests) is positioned successively over the 
answer spaces for each of the subtests. When the key 
is properly placed, only the correct answers appear 
through perforations in the key. 
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The specific steps to follow in scoring are : 
1. Separate the two pages of the key by cutting along 
the fold. 
2. Open the test booklet to Test 1 on page 3. First 
scan the answer spaces rapidly to note any items 
which are double marked. The pupils have been 
instructed to put only one mark in any row of 
spaces, but occasionally there will be found two or 
more/ marks. Wherever two or more answer 
spaces for one question have been marked in spite 
of the precise directions, the spaces should be 
crossed through with a colored pencil so that an 
answer correct only by chance will not receive 
credit. 
3. Superimpose the key for Test 1 on the Test 1 
answer spaces so that the heavy black arrow in 
the center of the right-hand margin of the test 
page shows through the large opening in the 
center of the proper column of the key and the 
arrows on the test booklet and the key are point 
to point, as illustrated: Adjust the 
key with a slight rotary motion so that the afiswer 
spaces on the test paper show through the per¬ 
forations of the key. This is quickly done after 
short practice. 
4. Count the number of correct responses — i.e., 
the number of black marks that appear through 
the openings of the key. The number of correct 
responses is the raw score. Check this raw score 
in the top row of the table at the foot of the page, 
preferably with a colored pencil. 
5. Each of the subtests should be scored in exactly 
the same way. In each case the raw score — 
i.e., number right — should be checked .in the 
table at the foot of the test page. 
6. To insure accuracy, it is highly desirable to have 
all papers rescored, preferably by a second person 
working independently. If this is not possible, 
it is wise to rescore those tests on which the scores 
fall in the lowest 25 per cent of the group. 
7. Corresponding to each raw score in each of the 
subtests is a standard score. This is the score 
appearing directly below the raw score in the 
table at the foot of each test. After all the tests 
have been scored, record the standard scores for 
each individual in the boxes provided at the 
bottom of the profile chart which appears on 
page 2 of the test booklet. 
8. Find the median of these standard scores. This 
is the point midway between the two middle scores 
in order of magnitude. If the profile is used, this 
median may conveniently be found by moving a 
card or piece of paper gradually from the bottom 
toward the top of the profile chart, counting the 
plotted points until the 4th point is reached. 
Note the values of the 4th and 5th points; the 
average of these two values is the median of the 
standard scores. Plot this median on the scale 
marked “Median Standard Score” at the right 
of the profile chart. 
If the short form of the Advanced. Test is used and 
there are only seven standard scores, the median stand¬ 
ard score will be the 4th point. If two tests are omitted 
and there are only six standard scores, the median 
standard score will be halfway between the 3rd and 
4th points. 
9. The use of the profile is entirely optional ; i.e., 
it is not required for finding the median standard 
score. Instead the Standard Score Scale may be 
used for this purpose. 
To use this scale proceed as follows : 
(1) Put a dot on the scale to correspond to each 
subtest standard score and opposite this dot, in 
the column headed “TEST,” write the number 
of the subtest corresponding to the score. 
(2) Count up from the bottom until the 4th point is 
reached. 
(3) Average the values of the 4th and 5th points to 
obtain the median standard score. The point 
halfway between the 4th and 5th points on the 
scale will correspond to the value of the median 
standard score. A fraction should be read as the 
next higher number. If the short form of the 
Advanced Test is used and there are only seven 
standard scores, the median standard score will 
be the 4th point. If two tests are omitted and 
there are only six standard scores, the median 
standard score will be halfway between the 3rd 
and 4th points. 
10. Record this median score in the space provided 
at the foot of the profile chart ; the mental age 
corresponding to this score may be found from 
Table 1. 
VI. SPECIAL DIRECTIONS FOR MACHINE SCORING 
It is assumed here that all persons attempting to score the Pintner 
answer sheet on the International Test Scoring Machine will have 
thoroughly familiarized themselves with the scoring techniques 
described in the various International Business Machines publica¬ 
tions, particularly as they concern the manipulation of the machine 
itself. To insure scoring of satisfactory accuracy, the following 
steps are suggested : 
1. Be sure that the machine is properly adjusted according to the 
manufacturer’s directions. 
2. Scan each answer sheet for double-marked items and for stray 
pencil marks which might affect the score. Double-marked 
items should be completely erased and also stray marks, no 
matter how slight, which fall within the sensing spaces. If 
answer sheets are badly marked up, it is easier to score them 
by hand than to scan and clean them. 
3. Note which form is encircled in the upper right-hand comer 
of the answer sheet and make sure that the proper key for 
machine scoring is used. 
4. The standard score tables remain visible after the answer 
sheet is inserted in the machine. Each answer sheet is scored 
by two insertions in the machine: one insertion for Tests 1-4 
on page 1, and one insertion for Tests 5-8 on page 2. With 
the master switch on field A and the A switch on the RIGHTS, 
read the raw score (number right) for Test 1 on the RIGHTS 
circuit of the A field. Locate this raw score in the first row of 
the appropriate standard score table. The number which 
appears just below it is the standard score for Test 1. Draw a 
circle around the standard score. Turn the switch for field A 
to the WRONGS circuit and read the score for Test 2. Turn 
the master switch to field B and read the score for Test 3 on 
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the RIGHTS circuit of the B field. Turn the master switch 
to field C and read the score for Test 4 on the RIGHTS cir¬ 
cuit of the C field. Record the scores by encircling the 
appropriate standard score in the table in the margin as de¬ 
scribed for Test 1. Tests 5-8 are scored in the same way, 
using the key for page 2. 
5. The tests may also be scored in such a way as to yield a total 
raw score. In this event there will be only two scores read — 
namely, one score for page 1 and one score for page 2, both 
added to obtain the total raw score. The regular machine 
scoring key provided by the publishers cannot be used for this 
method of scoring. A key must be made in accordance with 
the Manual of Instructions provided with the scoring machine. 
The hand-scoring key packaged with the test booklets may be 
used as a guide to mark the matrices of this special key but 
should not be put into the machine. The total raw scores thus 
obtained may be converted to equivalent median standard 
scores by means of a table in the Manual for Interpreting. 
6. As the answer sheets are being scored on the machine, a check 
scorer should rescore a certain percentage of the sheets by 
hand.1 It is suggested that the check scorer work along with 
the machine operator, rescoring a random selection of the 
papers as they come from the machine. 
7. When all the tests have been scored and the corresponding 
standard scores encircled, transfer the standard scores to the 
scale designated Median Standard Score Scale, as follows: 
Note the standard score for Test 1. Mark this number on the 
Median Standard Score Scale. Do the same for the remaining 
tests. If it is desired to use the scale as a profile, the number 
of each test may be written above the corresponding mark on 
the scale. The standard scores on the eight subtests are thus 
arranged in order of magnitude. Then, starting from the 
left, count four marks. The point on the scale which is mid¬ 
way between the fourth and fifth marks represents the median 
standard score. Mark this point and label it “Median.” 2 
8. Record this median score in the space provided at the upper 
right-hand corner of page 1 of the answer sheet; the mental 
age corresponding to this score may be found from Table 1 
for the Advanced Test and from Table 2 for the Intermediate 
Test. 
VII. INTERPRETATION OF SCORES 
Using results. There are many ways in which results 
on the Pintner Test may be used to advantage. Specific 
suggestions are given in the Manual for Interpreting. 
Mental ages. The norms for the Pintner General 
Ability Tests have been established in terms of the 
median standard scores. These norms, given in Tables 
1 and 2, represent the average scores of large unselected 
populations at each age group. In all but the extreme 
upper range, the ages corresponding to scores as shown 
in these tables are true mental ages in the sense that 
they are the ages for which the given scores are average 
or typical performance. Some extrapolation was neces¬ 
sary in order to take care of the older individuals to 
whom the tests may be given, but even these extra¬ 
polated age-score values represent a very careful esti¬ 
mate on the basis of considerable data of the true 
average score for these older individuals. 
Mental ages are useful in situations where it becomes 
important to compare the performance of an individual 
1 The separate'answer sheet may be scored by hand, using the keys for 
the regular edition. Each key requires just one positioning for scoring. 
2 If the short form of the Advanced Test is used and there are only seven 
standard scores, the median standard score will be the 4th point. If two 
tests are omitted and there are only six standard scores, the median standard 
score will be halfway between the 3rd and 4th points. 
with the average performance of others older or 
younger, or to compare his capacity with his actual per¬ 
formance, expressed in terms of educational age. 
Intelligence quotients. In using IQ’s, it should be 
kept in mind that an IQ is partly a function of the 
test from which it is derived. It may, thus, differ from 
one test to another as the test content calls for the use 
of different abilities and as this is reflected in unequal 
variabilities of scores on the tests. 
Ratio-method, IQ. The traditional method of finding 
IQ’s (MA divided by CA) has proved useful over a long 
period of years, but it has several disadvantages. 
First, mental growth does not proceed from birth to 
maturity at a uniform rate, as it should if the IQ is to 
be constant. At the upper ages the mental growth 
curve tends to flatten out as it approaches the adult 
level. To make possible the computation of IQ’s, it 
is necessary to assign fictitious mental ages to the higher 
scores. This is unsatisfactory because these extra¬ 
polated mental ages do not represent the performance 
which is normal or average for the stated age and 
because it is difficult to determine at what age growth 
on a test ceases. In addition, the use of the ratio 
method offers serious difficulties in providing for IQ’s 
of equal variability at successive ages, an obvious pre¬ 
requisite for constancy of IQ’s. 
Deviation IQ. Because normally distributed stand¬ 
ard scores are used with the Pintner tests, a deviation, 
or subtraction, method may be used to derive measures 
of brightness which have all the advantages of ratio 
IQ’s and avoid their major shortcomings. 
Computing the IQ. Ratio method IQ’s may be com¬ 
puted in the usual way by dividing the mental age by 
the chronological age, using the norm tables (Tables 1 
and 2)3 as tables of mental ages. This is not the recom¬ 
mended procedure, however, as the authors of the Pint¬ 
ner series feel that the deviation method is superior. 
Basically, the procedure for finding a deviation IQ is 
first to determine the deviation of score for each in¬ 
dividual from the norm for his age. This is done by 
looking in Table 1 (Table 2 if the separate answer sheet 
is used with the Intermediate Test) to find the norm 
corresponding to the individual’s chronological age. 
The difference between this norm and the obtained 
score is then determined, paying attention to the direc¬ 
tion of the difference ; i.e., if the norm is greater than 
the obtained score the deviation is negative, but if the 
norm is less than the obtained score the deviation is 
positive. Find in Table 3 the IQ corresponding to the 
deviation. Care must be taken to use the column 
which applies for the individual’s age. It will be noted 
that the IQ’*s for the 11- and 12-year-olds and for the 
Advanced Test stand in a 1 to 1 relation to the deviation 
* It will be noted that two tables of norms are given. Table 1 is to be used 
for the Intermediate Test booklet and for the Advanced Test. Table 2 is 
intended for use only when the separate answer sheet is used with the Pintner 
Intermediate Test. It is not identical with Table 1, but is modified upon 
the basis of an experiment designed to establish the relation between scores 
on the regular edition of the test (with marginal answer spaces) and scores 
made on the test when used with the separate answer sheet. The experiment 
involved about 600 students from Grades 4 to 12 inclusive, in New Rochelle. 
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of scores. This is because the standard deviations of the 
Pintner scores and of IQ’s are equal at these age levels. 
A method has been provided whereby IQ’s may be 
obtained without any arithmetical computation. The 
steps involved in this procedure are as follows : 
1. In the table of norms on the key find the individ¬ 
ual’s chronological age. There are two such 
tables on the Intermediate key, one for the regular 
edition and one if the separate answer sheet is used. 
Be sure to use the correct table. Only one table 
of norms is provided for the Advanced Test. 
Directly opposite the chronological age on the 
score scale is the norm for this age. 
2. Place this score scale alongside the proper column 
of IQ’s in Table 3 so that the norm for the indi¬ 
vidual in question is set at 100. 
3. The IQ for the individual will then be found in the 
column of IQ’s directly opposite his obtained score 
on the score scale. 
Illustration. If a pupil whose chronological age is 
12—11 has obtained a score of 163, 157 on the score scale 
of the key (the norm for his age) is set opposite 100 
in the second column of IQ’s. The IQ opposite his 
obtained score, 163, is seen to be 106. Be sure to use 
the proper column of IQ’s for the individual’s age. 
TABLE 1 
STANDARD SCORE NORMS CORRESPONDING TO EACH AGE VALUE 
1 
INTERMEDIATE AND ADVANCED TESTS: FORMS A AND B — REGULAR EDITION 
Tears 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
0 101 113 .124 134 143 150 158 164 171 177 182 187 191 195 
1 102 114 125 135 143 150 158 165 171 177 182 187 192 196 
2 103 115 126 136 144 151 159 165 172 178 183 188 192 196 
3 104 116 127 136 145 152 160 166 172 178 183 188 192 196 
4 105 117 127 137 145 152 160 166 173 179 184 188 193 197 
I5 
106 118 128 138 146 153 161 167 173 179 184 189 193 197 
S3 6 107 119 129 138 146 154 161 167 174 180 184 189 193 197 
7 108 120 130 139 147 155 162 168 174 180 185 190 194 198 
8 109 121 131 140 148 155 162 169 175 180 185 190 194 198 
9 110 122 131 141 148 156 163 169 175 181 186 190 194 198 
10 111 123 132 142 149 157 163 170 176 181 186 191 195 199 
H 112 123 133 142 149 157 164 170 176 181 186 191 195 199 
TABLE 2 
STANDARD SCORE NORMS CORRESPONDING TO SACH AGE VALUE L 
INTERMEDIATE : FORMS A AND B — SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET EDITION 
N.B. Use Table 1 for Advanced Teat : Forms A and B — Separate Answer Sheet Edition. 
Years 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16 16 17 18 19 20 
0 96 108 120 130 139 146 
\ 
155 161 168 174 180 185 189 193 
1 97 109 121 131 139 146 155 162 168 174 180 185 190 194 
a 98 no 122 132 140 147 156 162 169 175 181 186 190 194 
8 99 111 123 132 141 148 157 163 169 175 181 186 190 194 
4 100 112 123 133 141 148 157 163 170 176 182 186 191 195 
I5 
101 113 124 134 142 149 158 164 170 176 182 187 191 195 
i 6 102 114 125 134 142 150 158 164 171 177 182 187 191 195 
7 103 115 126 135 143 151 159 165 171 177 183 188 192 196 
8 104 116 127 136 144 152 159 166 172 178 183 188 192 196 
9 105 117 127 137 144 153 160 166 172 178 184 188 192 196 
10 106 118 128 138 145 154 160 167 173 179 184 189 193 197 
11 107 119 129 138 145 154 161 167 173 179 184 189 193 197 
1 This may also be used as a table of mental ages if IQ’s are obtained by 
the ratio method. 
TABLE 3 
DEVIATION IQ’S CORRESPONDING TO GIVEN DEVIATIONS 




SPONDING TO IQ 
INTERMEDIATE TEST DEVIATION IQ's ADVANCED TEST 
FOR VARIOUS AGE LEVELS DEVIATION IQ's FOR 




All Ages IQ %-ile 
50 159 150 144 60 150 150 99.9 
49' 158 149 144 49 149 149 99.8 
48 157 148 143 48 .. 148 148 99.8 
47 156 147 142 47 147 147 99.8 
46 155 146 141 46 146 146 99.7 
45 154 145 140 46 145 146 99.7 
44 152 144 139 44 144 144 99.6 
43 151 143 138 43 143 143 99.6 
42 150 142 137 42 142 143 99.5 
41 149 141 136 41 141 141 99.4 
40 148 140 136 40 140 140 99.3 
39 146 139 135 39 139 139 99.2 
38 145 138 134 38 138 138 99 
37 144 137 133 37 137 137 99 
36 143 136 132 36 136 136 99 
35 142 135 131 35 135 135 98 
34 140 134 130 34 134 134 98 
33 139 133 129 33 133 133 98 
32 138 132 128 32 132 132 98 
31 137 131 128 31 131 131 97 
30 136 130 127 30 130 130 97 
29 134 129 126 29 129 129 96 
28 133 128 125 28 128 128 96 
27 132 127 124 27 127 127 95 
26 131 126 123 26 126 126 94 
25 130 125 122 25 125 126 93 
24 129 124 121 24 124 124 93 
23 127 123 120 23 123 128 92 
22 126 122 120 22 122 122 91 
21 125 121 119 21 121 121 90 
20 124 120 118 20 120 120 89 
19 123 119 117 19 119 119 88 
18 121 118 116 18 118 118 87 
17 120 117 115 17 117 117 85 
16 119 116 114 16 116 116 84 
15 118 115 113 15 115 115 82 
14 117 114 112 14 114 114 81 
13 115 113 112 13 113 113 79 
12 114 112 111 12 112 112 77 
11 113 111 no 11 111 111 75 
10 112 no 109 10 no 110 73 
9 111 109 108 9 109 109 71 
8 109 108 107 8 108 108 69 
7 108 107 106 7 107 107 67 
6 107 106 105 6 106 106 65 
5 106 105 104 6 105 106 62 
4 105 104 104 4 104 104 60 
3 104 103 H)3 3 103 103 58 
2 102 102 102 2 102 102 55 
1 101 101 101 1 101 101 53 
0 100 100 100 0 100 100 50 
- 1 99 99 99 - 1 99 99 48 
- 2 98 98 98 - 2 98 98 46 
- 3 96 97 97 - 3 97 97 43 
- 4 95 96 96 - 4 96 96 41 
- 5 94 • 95 96 - 5 95 95 38 
- 6 93 94 95 - 6 94 94 36 
- 7 92 93 94 - 7 93 93 34 
- 8 90 92 93 - 8 92 92 31 
- 9 89 91 92 - 9 91 91 29 
- 10 88 90 91 - 10 90 90 27 
- 11 87 89 90 - 11 89 89 25 
- 12 86 88 89 - 12 88 88 23 
- 13 84 87 88 - 13 87 87 21 
- 14 83 86 87 - 14 86 86 20 
- 15 82 85 87 - 15 85 85 18 
- 16 81 84 86 - 16 84 84 16 
- 17 80 83 85 - 17 83 88 15 
- 18 79 82 84 - 18 82 82 13 
- 19 77 81 83 - 19 81 81 12 
- 20 76 80 82 - 20 80 80 11 
- 21 75 79 81 - 21 79 79 10 
- 22 74 78 80 - 22 78 78 9 
-23 73 77 79 - 23 77 77 8 
-'24 71 76 79 - 24 76 76 7 
- 25 70 75 78 - 25 75 75 6 
- 26 69 74 77 - 26 74 74 6 
- 27 68 73 76 - 27 73 73 5 
- 28 67 72 75 - 28 72 72 4 
- 29 65 71 74 - 29 71 71 4 
-30 64 70 73 - 30 70 70 3 
- 31 63 69 72 - 31 69 69 3 
- 32 62 68 71 - 32 68 68 2 
- 33 61 67 71 - 33 67 67 2 
- 34 59 66 70 - 34 66 66 2 
- 35 58 65 69 - 35 65 65 2 
- 36 57 64 68 - 36 64 64 1 
- 37 56 63 67 -37 63 63 1 
- 38 55 62 66 - 38 62 62 .9 
- 39 54 61 65 - 39 61 61 .8 
- 40 52 60 64 - 40 60 60 .7 
- 41 51 59 63 - 41 59 59 .5 
- 42 50 58 63 - 42 58 58 .5 
-43 49 57 62 - 43 57 57 .4 
- 44 48 56 61 - 44 56 56 .3 
- 45 46 55 60 - 45 55 55 .3 
-46 45 54 59 - 46 54 64 .2 
- 47 44 53 58 - 47 - 53 53 .2 
- 48 43 52 57 - 48 52 62 .2 
- 49 42 51 56 - 49 51 61 .1 
- 50 40 50 55 - 60 50 
Class Record. When the median standard scores and IQ’s have been 
computed for the pupils of a class, these values may be brought together on 
the Class Record, a copy of which is included with each package of tests. 
Directions for filling in the Class Record appear on the Record itself. 
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Name Grade.... Course Boy. . . Girl. . . 
Date of birth : Month Day Year How old are you now ?... 
School City State  
Date of examination Name of examiner  
Do not write anything more. Do not turn the page. Wait until you are told to begin. 
Read the following directions carefully. 
You are to answer all the questions in this booklet in the same general way. You are to choose the one 
of the five possible answers which you think is right and then show your choice by filling in one of the answer 
spaces. You will fill in that answer space which has the same number or letter that your chosen answer 
has. 
In marking your answer you are to fill in the space between the pair of dotted lines as black as you can, 
so that your answer can be easily seen. 
Study the sample questions below, which are correctly marked, until you are sure that you know just 
what to do. 
1 * - a 4 # 
is i i! a 
I 2 3 4 b 
H I II 
a b * c d 6 
II IS! Il II 
1 2 ' 3 4 S 
I! I I! 
X 2 3 4 5 
I! I II II 
1 2 3 4 5 
I! I I! 
I 2 3 4 $ 
II I I I! I! 
Samples. 
A. Choose the numbered word that means the same as the first word (the one without a number). 
closed — 1 far 2 shut 3 open 4 long 5 up A 
B. Choose the numbered word that tells what the first word (the one without a number) always has. 
A table always has — 1 flowers 2 tablecloth 3 legs 4 varnished top 5 vase .... B 
C. From the numbers with letters in front of them choose the one which should come next in the series of numbers 
given first. 
1 2 3 4 5 6— a 8 b 7 clC d 9 ell c 
D. Choose the best answer. 
Why do we use a knife ? Because — 
!.. it looks bright. 2. it can be used to cut things. 3. it can be used to eat soup. 
4. it is hard. 5. it is easy to hold D 
E. Choose the word that does not belong with the others. 
1 horse 2 dog 3 violet 4 pig 5 camel E 
F. Choose the word that means just the opposite of the first word (the one without a number). 
up — 1 high 2 bottom 3 upper 4 down 5 far  F 
G. Choose the word that is related to the third word in the same way as the second is related to the first. 
Hat is to head as shoe is to what ? 
hat-head:: shoe- 1 hand 2 foot 3 neck 4 sky 5 glove a 
 > 
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1 See Manual for Interpreting. 
1 Use of the Profile Chart is optional. For a discussion of its value and its 
limitations see the Manual for Interpreting. 
MENTAL AGE  PERCENTILE RANK  
IQ  VARIABILITY RATING  
COMMENTS : 
, - if [2] 
Fintner Verbal : Adv. : A TEST 1. VOCABULARY 
Directions. Look at the first word in the line. Find the other word in the line which means the same 
or most nearly the same. Mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same as your 
choice. The sample is answered correctly : 
Sample. closed — 1 far 2 shut 3 open 4 long 5 up  
The correct answer is “ shut,” which is number 2 ; so the second answer space is marked. 
Do the same for the remaining words. Be sure to mark the answer space which is numbered the same 
as your choice. 
1. quiet— 1 spite 2 require 3 rid 4 silence 5 noisy I 
2. commence— 1 end 2 pay 3 superintendent 4 begin 5 impose 2 
3. deceive — 1 err 2 submit 3 remit 4 portray 5 cheat 3 
4. malady — 1 health 2 time 3 illness 4 ore 5 remedy 4 
B. eligible— 1 illegal 2 suitable 3 legible 4 regal 5 political s 
6. diligent — 1 joyful 2 industrious 3 negligent 4 careful 5 elegant.. 6 
7. rubicund — 1 rosy 2 green 3 blue 4 black 5 violet 7 
8. repress — 1 restrain 2 diminish 3 abhor 4 refuse 5 express s 
9. ardor — 1 rage 2 zeal 3 tree 4 port 5 smell 9 
10. obdurate — 1 absurd 2 quiet 3 quench 4 stubborn 5 mild 10 
11. nausea— 1 fury 2 grippe 3 tumult 4 disgust 5 nude 11 
1* 
12. osmosis — 1 old 2 young 3 separating 4 proboscis 5 diffusion.... 12 
13. diurnal— 1 weekly 2 yearly 3 nightly 4 daily 5 monthly 13 
14. fickle— 1 feeble 2 anxious 3 capricious 4 special 5 bright 14 
15. dissipate — 1 exasperate 2 dispense 3 taste 4 scatter 5 satiate.... is 
16. epitome— 1 story 2 volume 3 epoch 4 phrase 5 summary ie 
17. eschew — 1 seek 2 find 3 shim 4 forget 5 masticate 17 
18. teazel— 1 metal 2 plant 3 tool 4 food 5 drink is 
19. erode— 1 add 2 divide 3 gnaw 4 irregular 5 evade 19 
20. avarice — 1 altruism 2 novice 3 bliss 4 cupidity 5 hilarity 20 
21. welkin — 1 planets 2 bells 3 dungeon 4 elf 5 heavens 21 
22. pannier — 1 flag 2 ruffle 3 tinker 4 basket 5 pennant 22 
23. adumbrate — 1 thunder 2 swing 3 foreshadow 4 happen 5 attempt.. 23 
24. eclogue — 1 obituary 2 bucolic 3 carousal 4 parade 5 insect 24 
25. metaphysics — 1 physics 2 ontology 3 sciences 4 ethics 5 mechanics.. 25 
( Turn to page 5.) 
! RAW SOOUE 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
i Standard score 119 127 136 143 1S1 1S8 164 170 176 182 187 193 198 204 209 214 221 227 234 241 247 253 260 
I 3 ] 
Pintner Verbal s Adv, : A 
TEST 8 — Continued 
8. A train has 11 cars. A lady who was in the third car passed through the train to the 
diner, which was the third car from the rear. How many doors must she have passed 
through ? abed e 
a 16 b 13 c 12 d 11 e 10 s jj jj | 
9. If a locomotive travels ^ of a certain distance in 3£ hours, how many hours will it take 
to travel -§ of the distance at the same rate ? a b e A e 
a 4 hr. b 4| hr. c 9 hr. d 3f hr. e 4| hr  jj { 
10. A hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cream and 3 parts milk. How many pints of milk 
will it take to make 30 pints of the mixture ? abode 
a 5 pints b 18 pints c 12 pints d 10 pints e 15 pints io jj j 
11. The wages of a man receiving $45 per week of 48 hours were reduced 20%. Later the 
hours of work were reduced to 40 per week, with a proportionate reduction in wages. 
What was the weekly wage after the second reduction ? a b e d e 
a $30.00 b $37.60 c $28.60 d $28.80 e $27.00 n jj jj 
si* 
12. An automobile was driven 1200 miles in 5 days. How many times as fast must it be 
driven to cover 900 miles in 3 days ? a b e d e 
a l| b lj cl d \ e 12 jj jj jj j 
13. A truck goes 8 miles an hour over bad roads and 20 miles an hour on good roads. How 
long will it take to go 100 miles, if two fifths of the way is over bad roads ? a b e d e 
a 10 b 6| c 6 d 8 e 12§ 13 jj jj jj jj jj 
14. A merchant had a bank balance of $1200. He then deposited $30 each day for six days ; 
on the next day he withdrew two thirds as much as the total of his last six deposits ; on 
the next day he deposited a check one fourth as large as his balance in the bank. What 
balance did his checkbook then show ? abode 
a $966 b $1600 c $1676 d $1090 e $1876 u SMI II 
16. If 6 men make 6 tools in 6 minutes, how many men will it take to make 100 tools in 100 
minutes ? abode 
:: :: :s 
a 6 men b 90 men c 100 men d 60 men e 600 men 15 lj jj il II 
16. If a grocer buys oranges for 150 per dozen and sells them at 15 for a quarter (250), 
how many oranges must he sell before he makes a gain of $1.80 ? abode 
a 90 b 432 c 360 d 640 e 600 is H II II 11 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Standard score 13S 148 159 168 175 182 188 194 199 203 208 214 219 224 230 237 
t 4 ] 
TEST 2. LOGICAL SELECTION Pintner Verbal : Adv. : A 
Directions. Look at the sample that follows. 
Sample. A table always has — 1 flowers 2 tablecloth 3 legs 4 varnished top 5 vase 
A table always has legs, which is number 3 of the answers ; so the third answer space is marked in the margin. 
Read each statement. Find the thing it is most likely to have. Then mark the right answer space. 
2 
1. A bird always has or implies — 1 song 2 feathers 3 flight 4 cage 5 summer I 
2. A rug — 
3. A book — 
4. A nation — 
6. An examination 
6. A farmer — 
7. A poem — 
8. Pity — 
9. A newspaper — 
10, A door — 
11. A store — 
1 color 2 pattern 3 length 4 wool 5 weave... 2 
1 pictures 2 stories 3 poems 4 pages 5 games 3 
1 people 2 president 3 kind 4 senate 5 navy 4 
1 questions 2 teacher 3 doctor 4 writing 5 papers 
1 horses 2 chickens 3 crops 4 sheep 5 lands 
1 rhymes 2 music 3 words 4 humor 5 interest? 
1 aid 2 charity 3 sympathy 4 shame 5 mercy 8 
1 pictures 2 information 3 puzzles 4 stories 5 advertisements 9 
1 knob 2 lock 3 keyholes 4 opening 5 metal 10 
1 register 2 losses 3 windows 4 fruits 5 stocka 
12. A hyperbole — 
13. A hero — 
14. Justice — 
15. Envy — 
16. A dichotomy — 
17. A paradox — 
5.8. A syllogism — 
19. Algebra — 
20. A pyramid — 
21. A prism — 
22. Heterodox — 
23. A chimera — 
2+ 
1 truth 2 denial 3 agreement 4 exaggeration 5 wit 12 
1 friends 2 wealth 3 property 4 success 5 admirers 13 
1 peace 2 judge 3 fairness 4 kindness 5 punishment 14 
1 hatred 2 desire 3 need 4 rudeness 5 greatness 15 
1 division 2 unity 3 complexity 4 order 5 harmony 10 
1 truth 2 will 3 moral 4 contradiction 5 assumption 17 
1 climax 2 plot 3 action 4 premise 5 adverb is 
1 symbols 2 equations 3 problems 4 numbers 5 digits 19 
1 5 sides 2 apex 3 5 comers 4 tomb 5 stone 20 
1 triangle 2 parallelogram 3 glass 4 octagon 5 pentagon 21 
1 guardianship 2 disagreement 3 height 4 strength 5 paradox 22 
1 photograph 2 illusion 3 ghost 4 enemy 5 poetry 23 
( Turn to page 7.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Standard score 114 117 120 124 128 133 139 14S 151 159 166 174 182 191 199 206 214 222 228 234 240 246 252 
2+ 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
12 3 




1 2 3 
l 2 3 
















































Pin tuer Verbal : Adv. : A 
TEST 8. ARITHMETIC REASONING 
Directions. First solve each of the problems below, and if your answer is correct you will find it among 
the five possible answers given. Mark the answer space in the margin which is below the letter corre¬ 
sponding to your answer. 
Sample. 4 pennies and 5 pennies are how many pennies ? abode 
a 10 b 9 c 7 d 8 e 11  jj | jj 
In our sample the correct answer is “ 9,” which is answer “ b ” ; so a mark has been made in the answer 
space under “ b ” in the margin. 
If you cannot solve a problem, go right on to the next one. 
Do your figuring in the space between the problems or on a separate sheet of paper. 
1. When I apply, a weight of 1 pound to a pressure gauge, it registers 1 bubble. When I 
apply 2 pounds, it registers 4 bubbles. When I apply 4 pounds, it registers 16 bubbles. 
In all probability what will be the number of bubbles registered if I should apply 6 pounds? abode 
a 36 b 64 c 22 d 96 e 28 i jj |] || 
2. A vessel half full of water weighs 20 pounds. A 5-pound fish is put into the vessel. How 
much does the vessel now weigh ? 
a 20 lb. b 26 lb. c 18.6 lb. d 16 lb. e 22.6 lb  2 
8"+ 
3. If 110 sugar canes yield 6 pounds of sugar, how many pounds will be obtained from 1320 
canes ? 
a 660 lb. b 220 lb. c 72 lb. d 1210 lb. e 432 lb 3 
4. If a girl knits 3 pairs of stockings in 5 days, how long will it take her to knit 45 pairs of 
stockings a b c d e 
a 16 days b 76 days c 27 days d 9 days e 136 days 4 
6. If bananas cost half as much as apples, and apples cost twice as much as oranges, how 
much will 10 bananas cost if the price of oranges is 18|é per dozen ? abode 
a 45jé b 15j£ c 30^ d $1.80 e 28j£ 5 M 
6. How many years are there from B.c. 2348 to the end of A.D. 1884 ? abode 
a 464 b 3000 c 6232 d 4232 e 3232    6 II 
7. Nine per cent of 500 is six times what number ? abode 
a 4.6 b 64 c 270 d 7.6 e 83§ 7 jj jj 
(Go right on to page 4.) 
◄«8 
|6J 
TEST 3. NUMBER SEQUENCE 
Directions. Look at the sample that follows : 
Sample. 123456 — a8 b 7 clO d 9 
What number should come next ? 
The right answer is 7 ; so the second answer space, marked “ bin the margin is filled in. 
Study the second sample and answer it in the same way. 
Sample. 182838 — a 8 b 6 c 2 dé e 9  
The right answer is 4, which is “ d.” Do the rest in the same way. Remember to mark the answer space 
in the margin which is lettered the same as your answer. 
1. 9 12 15 18 21 24 — a 27 b 30 c 33 d 26 e 37  
2. 16.3 23.3 30.3 37.3 44.3 — a 47.3 b 51.3 c 53.3 d 57.3 e 49.3 . . .. 
3. 7 9 12 16 21 — a 23 b 29 c 27 d 24 e 25  
4. 3 7 6 7 12 7 — a 18 b 15 c 7 d 36 e 24   4 
6. 2 5 8 13 18 25 — a 32 b 34 c 30 d 36 e 28  
6. 13 17 20 22 23 — a 24 b 26 c 23 d 27 e 30  
7. 18 9 3 1| a 1 oh d\ el   7 
8. 15 16 10 12 7 10 6 — a 2 b 7 c 10 d 5 e 12   8 
9. 175 103 67 49 40 — a 31 b 22 c 29 d 35; e 21;  
10. 11 14 17 8 11 14 — a 17 b 8 c 11 d 7 e 5  
11. 52 39 28 19 12 7 — a 5 b 3 c 2 d 4 e 6  
12. 676898 10 — a 8 b 9 c 11 d 12 e 14  
13. 20* 21 22* 24 — a 23 b 25; c 25 d 26; e 23;   13 
14. 86757586 10 — a 7 b 6 c 14 d 9 e 8   14 
15. 
16. 
14 13* 13§ 12f 11 — 






c - 0 16 
d 10| 
d\ 
e 6  
« is   16 
17. + 10 +1 +2 -5 -3 -8 — a —5 b -3 c -15 d +10 e +6 .... 
18. 5.8 5.8 17.4 87 609 — a 782 b 5481 c 1131 d 4263 e 3218 . ..  18 
19. 19f 19* 19* 19 19f 18-| — a 19f b 18| c 19| d 18 e 20   19 
20. 27 29 32 33 35 38 — a 39 b 40 c 41 d 42 e 43   20 
21. +5 +2 0 -1 -1 0 — a +1 b -1 c +2 d -2 e 0  
22. 2i 2* 3* 7 17* 52* — a 105 b 367f c 68 d 87; e 183|  22 
(Turn to page 9.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
Standard score 129 140 150 159 166 175 181 187 193 198 204 209 213 216 220 223 226 228 231 234 237 240 
Pintner Verbal : Adv. : A 
e 11  
a b c d e 
!! ii II 
c d e 















Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
e d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d t 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
C d 4 
H H H 
c d « 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
e d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
e d e 
Il II II 
e d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
c d e 
Il II II 
17] 
TEST 7. ANALOGIES 
Kntner Verbal : Adv.: A 
Directions. In the following questions the third word is related to one of the numbered words as the 
first word is to the second. Find the correct one of the numbered words, and mark the answer space 
in the margin which is numbered the same. The sample is answered correctly. 
Sample. Hat is to head as shoe is to what ? 
hat - head : : shoe - 1 hand 2 foot 3 neck 4 sky 5 glove  
1. memory - recollection : : forgery - 
2. acuity - keenness : : blunt - 
3. symbolic - sign : : melancholic - 
4. clock - time : : thermometer - 
6. acclimatize - domesticate : : interpret - 
6. effulgence - irradiation : : decision - 
7. abundant - scarce : : cheap - 
8. peninsula - continent : : bay - 
9. piquant - sharp : : dejection - 
10. disciple - mentor : : convert - 
11. peace - happiness : : war - 
12. representative-delegate : : resurrection- 
13. suspicious - confiding : : cautious - 
14. conservative - liberal : : vigilant - 
16. honey - bee : : electricity - 
16. admire - despise : : praise - 
17. sensuous - chaste : : evil - 
18. wealth - luxury : : poverty - 
19. indict - charge : : induct - 
20. affection - joy : : contempt - 
21. sexton - church : : maid - 
22. profound - sagacious : : copious - 
23. sedition - obedience : : dissociation - 
24. encyclopedia - dictionary : : effluvium - 
26. abettor - accessory : : rancor - 
26. attraction - aversion : : hypothesis - 
1 gross 2 cruelty 3 selfishness 4 negation 5 falsification 
1 tool 2 flint 3 knife 4 file dull. . 2 
1 choleric 2 light 3 conic 4 gloom 5 pariahs 
1 reverence 2 pity 3 depravation 4 sympathy 5 misery 20 
1 child 2 madame 3 servant 4 library 5 room 21 
1 lack 2 paucity 3 profuse 4 erudite 5 copy 22 
1 union 2 partition 3 separation 4 door 5 rendition 23 
1 effervescence 2 mouth 3 mucus 4 effect 5 odor 24 
1 gratification 2 diversion 3 enemy 4 amity 5 hostility 25 
1 element 2 abstraction 3 declaration 4 theory 5 law 26 
1 2 





1 cold 2 degrees 3 temperature 4 mercury 5 warm 4 
. 1 
1 explain 2 acclaim 3 converse 4 question 5 reveal 5 
1 
1 casuistry 2 dissent 3 doubt 4 proof 5 conclusions 
1 
1 fair 2 expense 3 costly 4 money 5 luminous 7 
1 
1 pay 2 beats 3 Massachusetts 4 ocean 5 lakes 
1 
1 projection 2 desire 3 despondency 4 prayer Selections 
1 
1 Catholic 2 missionary 3 choleric 4 expedition 5 Protestant 10 
1 
1 sorrow 2 fright 3 death 4 bellicose 5 trouble 11 
7+ 
1 
T relapse 2 renewal 3 end 4 alive 5 resignation 12 
1 
1 meticulous 2 domineering 3 trustful 4 fearful 5 sordid 13 
1 
1 reserve 2 careless 3 free 4 discriminative 5 guarded 14 
1 
1 dynamo 2 tool 3 light 4 lightning 5 wire 15 
1 
1 vile 2 hate 3 oppose 4 defame 5 rile ie 
1 
1 candid 2 revel 3 good 4 bad 5 deviltry 17 
1 
1 dollars 2 misery 3 dread 4 waste 5 penury is 
1 
1 indulge 2 prolong 3 instinct 4 initiate 5 deduct 19 jj 
4 5 
i! I! 
H ii ii 
il y y 
3 4 6 
y y y 
3 4 6 
y y y 
y y y 





y y y 
+7 
y y 
ÿ y y 
y y y 
y y y 
y y y 
y y y 
y y y 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Standard tcore 129 133 138 144 150 156 162 168 174 179 184 188 192 197 201 205 210 216 219 223 228 234 239 
y y y 
y y y y y 
1 2 3 4 5 
y y y y y 
4 6 
y y 
y y y y y 
1 2 3 4 5 
y y y y y 
1 2 3 4 6 
y y y y y 
1 2 3 4 6 
y y y y y 
r s i (Turn in A/ww» A ^ 
Pmtner. Verbal: Adv. : A 
TEST 4. BEST ANSWER 
Directions. Below are some proverbs. In each group one of the numbered proverbs means the same 
or nearly the same as the first (unnumbered) one. 
Find this proverb and then mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same. 
The sample is answered correctly. 
Sample. “All that glitters is not gold” means — 
1. Gold does not glitter as a diamond. 
2. Only little things shine. 
3. You cannot judge a book by its cover. 
4. Some glittering things are silver. 
5. The best things are made of gold  
Do the rest in the same way. First make your choice and then mark the answer space in the margin 
which is numbered the same. 
1. “A stitch in time saves nine” means — 
1. A penny saved is a penny earned. 
2. One stitch is less expensive than nine stitches. 
3. Great people save time. 
4. Sewing should take place only at a certain time. 
5. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure I 
2. “Rome was not built in a day” means — 
1. Rome is a large city. 
2. Build a city ; pass a day. 
3. In Rome do as the Romans do. 
4. Perseverance is the key to success. 
5. It was difficult to build Rome 2 
3. “Let another’s shipwreck be your seamark” means — 
1. Let bygones be a m ory. 4^ 
2. A burnt child dreads the fire. 
3. Learn wisdom by the follies of others. 
4. Learn to creep before you run. 
5. Learn of ships to prevent shipwrecks 3 
4. “The more inquisitive the person, the better the gossiper,” means — 
1. Better the liar, longer the tongue. 
2. Lie for him, and he’ll swear for you. 
3. Let women spin and not gossip. 
4. Ears always open to hear keep not what is entrusted to them. 
5. Let not your tongue cut your throat 4 
5. “No gale can equally serve all passengers” means — 
1. No soup pleases a poor cook. 
2. Any valet serves any master. 
3. No butter covers bread equally on all sides. 
4. No plate can satisfy all appetites. 
5. No fine clothes hide the clown 8 
6. “Better give a shilling than lend a half crown” means — 
1. Better a pence than a copper. 
2. Better give the wool than lend the whole sheep. 
3. Give little to the big. 
4. A shilling grows bigger with years. 
5. A shilling will buy a crown 6 
7. “Our friends see our faults but conceal them or soften them” means — 
1. Friends need no formal invitation. 
2. The eyes of our friends mirror only our virtues. 
3. Our friends’ faults are our own. 
4. Good words will not fill a sack. 
5. Four eyes see more than two i 
(Turn to page 11.) 
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Pintner Verbal : Adv. : A TEST 6. OPPOSITES 
Directions. In each of the questions below one of the numbered words is opposite or nearly opposite 
in meaning to the first word in the line (the one without a number). Find the opposite of this word 
among the numbered answers and mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same. 
The sample is correctly marked. 






















2. prohibit — 1 inhibit 2 repress 3 allow 4 suppress 5 restrain 2 !! II II II 
5 
II 
3. detest — 1 protest 2 love 3 attest 4 hate 5 fear 3 II II II II II 
4. abundance — 1 bounty 2 plenty 3 superfluity 4 superficiality 5 paucity* II II II II 
5 
II 
5. descent — 1 precedent 2 indecent 3 retrogress 4 incense 5 ascents II II II II II 
6. repel — 1 attract 2 stork 3 exile 4 extrude 5 strangle e II II II II II 
1 2 3 4 S 
7. tactful — 1 tactic 2 clever 3 blunt 4 intact 5 discerning ^ II II II II II 
8. tangible — 1 concrete 2 evident 3 unsubstantial 4 real 5 tangent s II II II II II 
9. reverence — 1 deliver 2 persevere 3 punish 4 disrespect 5 regard... 9 II II II II II 
10. exorbitant — 1 priceless 2 moderate 3 bountiful 4 extravagant 5 circular 10 II II II II II 
11. indifference — 1 interest 2 difference 3 apathy 4 variety 5 timidity n II II II II .11 
« 6* +6 
12. supercilious — 1 arrogant 2 humble 3 contemptuous 4 proud 5 undernourished 12 II II II II II 
13. preposterous — 1 rational 2 proportional 3 trite 4 insipid 5 empty 13 II II II II II 
14. equanimity — 1 tranquillity 2 quiescence 3 excitement 4 equinox 5 equitable 14 H II II II II 
15. salubrious — 1 refined 2 strong 3 healthy 4 sick 5 sound is II II II II II 
16. affinity — 1 capillarity 2 consanguinity 3 gravitation 4 magnetism 5 repulsion is .11 ir II II II 
17. transitory — 1 bearable 2 durable 3 fleeting - 4 momentary 5 transients II 11 II II II 
18. excoriation — 1 warning 2 acclaim 3 insult 4 reproach 5 appraisal is II 11 II II II 1 2 3 4 5 
19. sedulous — 1 persevering 2 sedate 3 muddied 4 penetrating 5 remiss 19 II 11 II II II 
20. obtundity — 1 obtuseness 2 malodorous 3 specificity 4 pungency 5 consecration 20 II 11 II II II 
21. ostentatious — 1 pompous 2 reticent 3 introspective 4 retiring 5 observant 21 II 11 II II II 
22. bifurcate — 1 advance 2 trifurcate 3 bisect 4 unite 5 divide 22 II 11 II II II 
23. concatenation — 1 association 2 junction 3 chain 4 discontinuity 5 conclave 23 II 11 II II II 
( Turn to page 8.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Standard score 133 140 141 ISO 1S4 1S9 164 168 173 177 181 18S 189 193 198 202 206 212 217 222 228 233 238 
[ 10 1 
Pintner Verbal : Adv. : A 
TEST 4 — Continued 
8. “The fool that eats till he is sick must fast till he is well” means — 
1. Fools are not to be convinced. 
2. Fools make feasts and wise men eat them. 
3. Spend till in debt, save till solvent. 
4. Eat and spend, eat and spend, is the fool’s creed. 
5. Mend and spend is the key to the bank 8 
9. “Pale death knocks with an impartial knuckle” means — 
1. Death keeps no calendar. 
2. Death defies the doctor. 
3. Death’s day is doomsday. 
4. Death makes no appointments. 
5. Death goes to hovels and to palaces g 
0. “It is well to moor your bark with two anchors” means — 
1. Two anchors are better than three. 
2. One anchor, one ship ; two anchors, two ships. 
3. A ship is as safe as its anchor. 
4. Don’t put all your eggs in one basket. 
5. A good anchor is like a good egg, it is safe 10 
1. “Persecution is a tribute the great must ever pay for preeminence” means — 
1. Great gain, little gain. 
2. Persecution and a cross dig a grave. 
3. Great trees keep the small ones down. 
4. Persecution leads to the throne. 
5. Great marks are soonest hit   u 
2. “Powerful indeed is the empire of habit” means — 
1. Habit can drive away sorrows. 
2. The empires are for the powerful. 
3. A habit is the weakest unit of man’s reason. 
4. Habit is second nature. 
5. Reason is more powerful than habit 12 
3. “Our affections are but tents of a night” means — 
1. Our affections are covered ground. 
2. Our loves are in a perpetual flux. 
3. A blithe heart makes a blooming visage. 
4. Tents in the night make for love in the day. 
5. A love at night is eternal  13 
4V 
I. “Men’s thoughts are much according to their inclinations” means — 
1. Men are as flexible as their thoughts. 
2. The thought belies the man. 
3. The wish is father to the thought. 
4. One man, one thought ; two men, two thoughts. 
5. Men and their thoughts are strange friends  u 
5. “Few men have been looked up to by their domestics” means — 
1. No garden without its weeds. 
2. Never sound the trumpet of your own praise. ■*« 
3. A master once but never always. 
4. A servant wishes he were master. 
5. A valet respects his master least is 
5. “Excess kills more than the sword” means — 
1. Pleasure of every kind quickly satisfies. 
2. Excess brings great weight. 
3. Lend much, receive nothing. 
4. A little of a good thing is enough. 
5. Great learning lessens originality is 
(Turn over the page and turn the booklet around.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Standard score 145 153 161 168 175 181 186 192 198 204 210 216 222 229 238 241 
1 2 3 « s 
f 11 1 
Kntnar Verbal : Adv. : A TEST 6. CLASSIFICATION 
Directions. In each group of words below there is one word which does not belong with the others. 
Find it and mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same. The sample is answered 
correctly. 
Sample. 1 horse 2 dog 3 violet 4 pig 5 camel  
Do the rest in the same way. 
1. 1 banjo 2 bagpipe 3 guitar 4 mandolin 5 violin i 
2. 1 cheat 2 ignorance 3 liar 4 falsehood 5 rob 2 
3. 1 Argentina 2 Africa 3 Australia 4 North America 5 Asia 3 
4. 1 declaring 2 affirming 3 interrogating 4 asserting 5 stating 4 
6. 1 honesty 2 kindness 3 pity 4 forgery 5 cruelty s 
6. 1 isthmus 2 peninsula 3 island 4 gulf 5 continent 6 
7. 1 reveal 2 disclose 3 exhibit 4 state 5 obscure 7 
8. 1 blotter 2 cotton 3 sponge 4 felt 5 leather s 
9. 1 thinking 2 imagination 3 memory 4 forgiveness 5 forgetting 9 
10. 1 planet 2 constellation 3 sun 4 comet 5 star 10 
11. 1 trapezoid 2 cube 3 triangle 4 square 5 rectangle 11 
5* 
12. 1 dynamo 2 force 3 magnetism 4 energy 5 gravity 12 
13. 1 reason 2 argument 3 evidence 4 data 5 proof 13 
14. 1 debit 2 entry 3 wealth 4 credit 5 balance.  M 
15. 1 battleship 2 tramp 3 cruiser 4 transport 5 destroyer is 
16. 1 conglomeration 2 integration 3 composition 4 construction 5 synthesis ie 
17. 1 lecturing 2 writing 3 reading 4 publishing 5 informing 17 
18. 1 light 2 scale 3 imponderable 4 luminous 5 balance is 
19. 1 fatalism 2 fetishism 3 altruism 4 monism 5 dualism 19 
20. 1 today 2 night 3 already 4 afterward 5 late 20 
21. 1 infinite 2 comprehensible 3 perceptible 4 fathomable 5 limited 21 
22. 1 plot 2 plan 3 machination 4 conspiracy 5 intrigue 22 
23. 1 today 2 future 3 area 4 noon 5 Paleolithic 23 
24. 1 chair 2 book 3 bridge 4 tulip 5 Parthenon 24 
25. 1 fairy tale 2 chimera 3 delusion 4 verity 5 fantasy 2s 
(Turn to page 10.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Standard score 123 126 129 134 140 147 1S4 162 16S 17S 181 188 195 201 207 212 ?'7 224 228 234 241 248 253 
1 2 3 4 s 
il I !! 
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PINTNER GENERAL ABILITY TESTS 
VERBAL SERIES 
Pintner Advanced Test: Form B 
By RUDOLF PINTNER MEDIAN 
Professor of Education, Teachers College, Columbia University SCORE 
MA 
IQ 
Name Grade.... Course Boy. . . Girl. . . 
Date of birth : Month Day Year How old are you now ?. . . 
School City State  
Date of examination Name of examiner  
Do not write anything more. Do not turn the page. Wait until you are told to begin. 
Read the following directions carefully. 
You are to answer all the questions in this booklet in the same general way. You are to choose the one 
of the five possible answers which you think is right and then show your choice by filling in one of the answer 
spaces. You will fill in that answer space which has the same number or letter that your chosen answer 
has. 
In marking your answer you are to fill in the space between the pair of dotted lines as black as you can, 
so that your answer can be easily seen. 
Study the sample questions below, which are correctly marked, until you are sure that you know just 
what to do. 
Samples. 
A. Choose the numbered word that means the same as the first word (the one without a number). 
closed — 1 far 2 shut 3 open 4 long 5 up  A 
B. Choose the numbered word that tells what the first word (the one without a number) always has. 
A table always has — 1 flowers 2 tablecloth 3 legs 4 varnished top 5 vase ... B 
C. From the numbers with letters in front of them choose the one which should come next in the series of numbers 
given first. 
1 2 3 4 5 6— a 8 b 7 clO d 9 ell c 
D. Choose the best answer. 
Why do we use a knife ? Because — 
1. it looks bright. 2. it can be used to cut things. 3. it can be used to eat soup. 
4. it is hard. 5. it is easy to hold D 
E. Choose the word that does not belong with the others. 
1 horse 2 dog 3 violet 4 pig 5 camel e 
F. Choose the word that means just the opposite of the first word (the one without a number). 
up— 1 high 2 bottom 3 upper 4 down 5 far t 
G. Choose the word that is related to the third word in the same way as the second is related to the first. 
Hat is to head as shoe is to what ? 
hat-head::shoe- 1 hand 2 foot 3 neck 4 sky 5 glove a 
  i * 
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MENTAL AGE  PERCENTILE RANK  
IQ  VARIABILITY RATING  
COMMENTS : 
TEST 1. VOCABULARY Pintner Verbal: Adv.: B 
Directions. Look at the first word in the line. Find the other word in the line which means the same 
or most nearly the same. Mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same as your 
choice. The sample is answered correctly : 
Sample, closed — 1 far 2 shut 3 open 4 long 5 up  
The correct answer is “ shut,” which is number 2 ; so the second answer space is marked. 
Do the same for the remaining words. Be sure to mark the answer space which is numbered the same 
as your choice. 
1. beneath — 
2. affection — 
3. awkward — 
4. hazardous — 
1 whence 2 hence 3 above 4 below 5 beside i 
1 infection 2 refraction 3 pretense 4 love 5 reflection. ... 2 
1 strong 2 forward 3 mild 4 wild 5 clumsy 3 
1 ambiguous 2 accidental 3 dangerous 4 mysterious 5 scanty 4 
5. ignite — 1 fool 2 kindle 3 tender 4 shoot 5 efface  
6. entreat — 1 say 2 beg 3 great 4 heat 5 repress  
7. chalice — 1 cup 2 cloth 3 net 4 metal 5 body  
8. lure — 1 decoy 2 disguise 3 denote 4 delight 5 show... 
9. clemency — 1 cement 2 kindness 3 cruelty 4 vehemence 5 symbolism 9 
10. hoax — 1 army 2 urge 3 wax 4 deception 5 contraption. . . . 10 
11. amble — 1 ask 2 plenty 3 unfold 4 walk 5 differ.   
1* 
12. abate — 1 fight 2 refund 3 augment 4 argue 5 lessen  
13. adz — 1 dish 2 kettle 3 airplane 4 tool 5 bowl  
14. concur — 1 refer 2 confer 3 agree 4 vanquish 5 Mongol. . ... 14 
15. pastille — 1 cough 2 new 3 notion 4 lozenge 5 ration  
16. distend — 1 remove 2 avoid 3 commence 4 establish 5 swell is 
17. batiste — 1 purple 2 lace 3 cloth 4 plant 5 silk  
18. satellite — 1 far 2 follower 3 near 4 high 5 supervisor  
19. firkin — 1 tool 2 ladle 3 cask 4 dullard 5 drunkard  ... 19 
20. amenable — 
21. fortuitous — 
22. éclat — 
23. accouter — 
24. accolade — 
25. metempsychosis 
1 changing 2 reversible 3 respectable 4 tractable 5 suitable 20 
1 fortunate 2 strong 3 protected 4 lasting 5 accidental 21 
1 elite 2 confection 3 vision 4 brilliance 5 group ... 22 
1 accost 2 encounter 3 equip 4 search 5 deprive. . . 23 
1 sherbet 2 salutation 3 acolyte 4 column 5 thunder 24 
1 mania 2 transmigration 3 disease 4 injury 5 metachrosis 25 
( Turn to page S.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
Standard score 120 129 138 1*6 153 159 165 170 175 180 165 189 195 200 205 211 216 222 228 233 238 242 246 250 254 
\ 3 1 
Pintner Verbal : Adv. : B 
TEST 8 — Continued 
8. If I buy and then sell an acre of land, getting as much for of the acre as the whole acre 
cost me, what per cent do I gain ? abed« 
a 20% b 100% c 16jj% d 25% e 15% 8 j 
9. In the bottom of a well 25 feet deep there was a frog which started to climb toward the 
top. In his journey he ascended 3 feet every day, but fell back 2 feet every night. In 
how many days did he get out of the well ? a b e d e 
a 23 days b 22 days c 24 days d 25 days e never 9 
10. Aristotle lived a fourth of his life as a boy ; a fifth as a youth ; a third as a man ; and 
then lived 13 years until he died. How old was he when he died ? a b e d e 
a 65 yr. b 60 yr. c 96 yr. d 76 yr. e 82 yr 10 
11. In a lot where there are some horses and men, 82 feet and 26 heads can be counted. How 
many horses and men are in the lot ? 
a 15 horses and 11 men b 18 horses and 6 men c 15 horses and 10 men a b e d e 
d 12 horses and 20 men e 19 horses and 6 men 11 
12. Five boys are sitting in a horizontal row. Harry is beside and to the left of Tom. 
Jack is beside and to the right of Tom. James is beside and to the left of Harry. 
Jack is beside and on Joseph’s right. Which of the boys is not facing in the same 
direction as the others ? 
a James b Joseph c Harry d Tom e Jack.    
8^ 4-8* 
13. Mr. B bought a house for $11,500. It is assessed at $9750. The tax rate in Mr. B’s 
city is $2.78 per hundred. How much does Mr. B pay in taxes ? abode 
a $27.10 b $2710.60 c $319.70 d $271.06 e $3197.00  13 
14. If 4 bags of cement are used with 10 bags of sand to make a mixture, how many bags of 
cement will be needed if you use 15 bags of sand ? a b e d e 
a 6 b 5j c 6 d 65 e 7 u jj \ 
15. How many thirds are there in five sixths ? abode 
a 2§ 6 1 c 1§ d 2 e 3 15 jj 
16. A bookseller allows 5 per cent discount for cash. I bought books listed at $18.00 and 
paid cash. How much would I have to pay ? abode 
a $16.90 b $17.10 c$17.00 d $17.40 e $90.00 ie 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
230 
16 
Standard score 129 140 149 161 166 172 179 186 191 196 202 207 213 221 238 
[ 4 ] 
Pintner Verbal: Adv.: B TEST 2. LOGICAL SELECTION 
Directions. Look at the sample that follows. 
Sample. A table always has — 1 flowers 2 tablecloth 3 legs 4 varnished top 5 vase 
A table always has legs, which is number 3 of the answers ; so the third answer space is marked in the margin. 
Read each statement. Find the thing it is most likely to have. Then mark the right answer space. 
1. A club always has or implies—1 parties 2 members 3 debates 4 money 5 outings i 
2. A meal — 
3. A library — 
4. A telephone — 
6. An exhibition — 
6. A room — 
7. An artist — 
8. A parade — 
9. A lawyer — 
10. A hexagon — 
11. A bank — 
1 people 2 table 3 food 4 bread 5 cooking 2 
1 librarian 2 shelves 3 catalogue 4 books 5 members 3 
1 receiver 2 directory 3 operator 4 desk 5 booth 4 
1 display 2 books 3 coins 4 maps 5 pictures 5 
1 furniture 2 window 3 lights 4 air 5 floors 
1 model 2 brush 3 skill 4 painting 5 sculpture 7 
1 floats 2 soldiers 3 processions 4 music 5 banners 8 
1 clients 2 training 3 office 4 fees 5 lawsuits 9 
1 8 corners 2 4 sides 3 circle 4 6 sides 5 5 angles 10 












12. A connoisseur — 
13. A zealot — 
14. Time — 
16. A tunnel — 
16. A panegyric — 
17. An exposition — 
18. Paper — 
19. A museum — 
20. A peroration — 
21. Doggerel — 
22. Monomania — 
23. Encomium —- 
1 religion 2 power 3 courage 4 experience 5 art 12 
1 strength 2 wealth 3 education 4 enemies 5 enthusiasm 13 
1 speed 2 width 3 duration 4 clock 5 value 14 
1 trains 2 ends 3 darkness 4 danger 5 smoke 15 
1 eulogy 2 audience 3 debate 4 oration 5 song 16 
1 criticism 2 argument 3 union 4 elucidation 5 laudation 17 
1 lines 2 writing 3 comers 4 weight 5 trade-mark is 
1 collection 2 art 3 curiosities 4 curate 5 arrangement 10 
1 reward 2 end 3 death 4 post mortem 5 priority 20 
1 dogma 2 verse 3 distaff 4 verisimilitude 5 verity 21 
1 monotony 2 aberration 3 aversion 4 abolition 5 Mongolian 22 
1 repetition 2 panegyric 3 economy 4 delight 5 entomology 23 
(Turn to page. 7.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Standard score 112 117 122 127 133 140 147 156 164 171 178 185 192 198 204 212 220 228 236 241 246 251 256 
Pintoor Verbal: Adv.: B 
TEST 8. ARITHMETIC REASONING 
Directions. First solve each of the problems below, and if your answer is correct you will find it among 
the five possible answers given. Mark the answer space in the margin which is below the letter corre¬ 
sponding to your answer. 
Sample. 4 pennies and 5 pennies are how many pennies ? abode 
a 10 b 9 c 7 d 8 e 11  jj | || jj jj 
In our sample the correct answer is “ 9,” which is answer “ b ” ; so a mark has been made in the answer 
space under “ b ” in the margin. 
If you cannot solve a problem, go right on to the next one. 
Do your figuring in the space between the problems or on a separate sheet of paper. 
{ 1. What number multiplied by 4 will make precisely 5 ? 
a 1.25 b .135 c 672 d 231 e 1.11. . 
If a man leaves home at 8:30 o’clock, walking at the rate of 4 miles an hour, when will 
he reach his destination, which is 3 miles distant ? 
a 8:45 b 9:15 c 9:35 d 9:50 e 9:30  
3. An automobile is driven at an average rate of 40 miles an hour in clear weather and 
25 miles an hour during a storm. How long will it require the driver to reach his 
destination, 300 miles distant, if the first 5 hours of travel are accomplished in 
clear weather and the remainder in a storm ? 
a 7 hr. 24 min. b 12 hr. c 9 hr. d 37§ hr. e 4 hr  
8a* 
. . . 3 
◄■8" 
abode 
4. If 19 oxen cost $1330, and an ox is worth 14 sheep, what is the price of a sheep ? abode 
a $9.60 b $5.00 c $7.00 d $3.75 e $2.66 4 Ij 
5. I started from school and walked 10 blocks north. I turned to the left and walked 
15 blocks. I turned to the left again and walked ^0 blocks. Then I turned left again 
and walked 15 blocks. How far am I actually from the school ? abode 
a 15 blocks b 10 blocks c 25 blocks d 5 blocks e 20 blocks s 
6. Let us suppose that ■£■ of 20 is 4 ; what will of 10 be under these conditions ? abode 
a if b 3| c 2| d 2| e if . • jj jj jj 
7. If three 5-ton trucks require three trips each to remove a pile of scrap, how many similar 
trucks making only one trip each would be required to remove ^ of the pile ? abode 
a 6 trucks b 16 trucks c 1 truck d 3 trucks e 9 trucks 7 jj 
(Go right on to page 4.) 
[ 6 ] 
Partner Verbal : Adv. : B TEST 3. NUMBER SEQUENCE 
Directions. Look at the sample that follows : 
Sample. 123456 — a 8 67 clO d 9 ell  
What number should come next ? 
The right answer is 7 ; so the second answer space, marked “6,” in the margin is filled in. 
Study the second sample and answer it in the same way. 
Sample. 182838 — a8 66 c 2 <24 e9  
The right answer is 4, which is “ d.” Do the rest in the same way. Remember to mark the answer space 
in the margin which is lettered the same as your answer. 
1. 4 11 18 25 32 39 — a 46 b 42 c 49 d 45 e 51  
2. 11 14 19 26 35 — a 39 b 46 c 49 d 41 e 42  
3. 19.2 18.3 17.4 16.5 15.6 — a 13.4 b 12.7 c 14.7 d 11.3 e 14.6  . . . 3 
4. 31 31 26 26 22 22 — a 11 b 18 c 16 d 22 e 19  
6. 2f 4 5| 6£ 7-f — a 9 b 8; C 9; d 11 e io|  . . . 5 
6. 83 77 71 66 61 57 — a 52 b 51 c 53 d 54 e 55  
7. 3 5 9 17 33 65 — a 97 b 129 c 167 d 113 e 109.. .. . . . 7 
8. 25 26 21 22 18 19 16 — a 15 b 13 c 17 d 20 e 18  
9. 81 27 9 3 1 — a 3 b 1 cl d\ e 6  
10. | 1 2 3| 5| 8- a lOf b 10 C 7; d 9| e 11  
3+ 
11. 37 33 29 23 19 15 — a 13 b 7 C 11 d 9 e 10  
12. 9 13 lli 15^ 19£ 17 21 — a 22 b 2l| c 25 d 20* e 24  
13. 5 15 30 40 80 90 — a 130 b 100 c 270 d 180 e 110 ... . . . 13 
14. 30 29f 29 27§ 25 19f — a 15 b 17f c 13| d Ilf e 9  . . . 14 
15. 17| 15| 13f 111 10 — a 8; b 7f c 8i d 9 e 7  . . . 15 
16. 4 6 9 13| 20| — a 27| b 33 c 30f d 26 e 35;.... . . . 16 
17. 2 .4 .08 .016 .0032 — a .00064 b .64 c .064 d .0064 e .000064 ... 17 
18. 3 8 16 21 42 47 — a 52 b 94 c 98 d 100 e 141.... ... 18 
19. + 5 +2 0 -1 -1 0 — a + 2 b + 1 c — 1 d - 2 e 0  
















a b c d e 
abed 
abed 
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a . b c d e 




( Turn to page 9.) 
HAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Standard score 143 1S3 161 168 173 178 183 187 192 196 202 207 212 218 224 230 234 240 245 251 
Pintner Verbal : Adv. : B 
TEST 7. ANALOGIES 
Directions. In the following questions the third word is related to one of the numbered words as the 
first word is to the second. Find the correct one of the numbered words, and mark the answer space 
in the margin which is numbered the same. The sample is answered correctly. 
Sample. Hat is to head as shoe is to what ? 
hat - head :: shoe- 1 hand 2 foot 3 neck 4 sky 5 glove  
1. day - week : : week - 
2. father - daughter : : uncle - 
3. lobby - hotel : : preface - 
1 hour 2 year 3 minute 4 century 5 month i 
1 son 2 nephew 3 aunt 4 cousin 5 niece 2 
1 author 2 porter 3 page 4 book 5 elevator.... 3 
4. acceptable-desirable :: determined - 1 demure 2 capricious 3 resolved 4 absolved 5 deleterious 4 
6. guerdon - recompense : : jail - 
6. adjust - settle : : admission - 
7. traitor - treachery : : architect - 
8. descend - ascend : : reveal - 
9. fire - flint : : leather - 
1 prison 2 staid 3 lock 4 bars 5 rabid.... 5 
1 omission 2 emisis 3 session 4 discharge 5 reception 6 
1 designer 2 builder 3 plans 4 destruction 
5 profession 7 
1 desolate 2 exhibit 3 maintain 4 conceal 5 conveys 
1 bird 2 fluid 3 hide 4 tannery 5 shoe. . . g 
10. perseverance-determination:: periodic-1 rhetoric 2 recurrence 3 period 4 perish 5 secular 10 
11. conjugate - grammar :: distill - 1 chemistry 2 water 3 linguistics 4 differentiation 
5 psychology 11 
12. school - teacher :: library - 
13. absent - present : : magnitude - 
14. bridges - steel : : paper - 
7+ 
1 books 2 librarian 3 catalogue 4 porter 5 reference 12 
1 largess 2 infinity 3 smallness 4 enormous 5 universe 13 
1 papyrus 2 wood 3 news 4 writing 5 library.... 14 
16. abrogate - invalidate :: illusion - 1 delusion 2 diffusion 3 all 4 erosion 5 mirror is 
16. harmful - harmless : : neurotic - 1 neuter 2 nervous 3 courageous 4 normal 5 neurosis ie 
17. nebulous - clarification : : erroneous - 1 hostility 2 obscurity 3 emendation 4 explanatory 
5 failure 17 
18. dissociation - connection : : breach - 1 break 2 brake 3 cord 4 gap 5 accord is 
19. cataclysm - destruction : : creation - 1 development 2 demolition 3 consumption 4 beginning 
5 devastation 19 
20. editor - news : : duelist - 
21. ice - water : : water - 
1 duel 2 two 3 one 4 armor 5 opponent. . 20 
1 land 2 cold 3 river 4 shower 5 steam 21 
22. analysis - diagnosis :: synthesis - 1 thesis 2 symmetry 3 construction 4 finality 5 synthetic 22 
23. encourage - acceleration : : disparage - 1 retardation 2 energy 3 disparate 4 criticize 
5 motivation 23 
24. sycophant - defamer : : shrewd — 1 obdurate 2 ogle 3 wise 4 sagacious 5 artless 24 
26. adaptation — discord :: democracy - 1 republicanism 2 autocracy 3 socialism 4 communism 
5 anarchy   25 
26. ocean - gulf : : continent - 1 bay 2 land 3 lake 4 hemisphere 5 cape 26 
RAW SCORE 1 | 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Standard score 129 ! 133 138 1*4 ISO 1S6 162 168 174 179 18* 188 192 197 201 20S 210 216 219 223 228 234 239 
f 8 1 
12 3 
y 1 y 
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(Turn to toge 6.) 
Pintner Verbal : Adv. : B 
TEST 4. BEST ANSWER 
Krections. Below are some proverbs. In each group one of the numbered proverbs means the same 
r nearly the same as the first (unnumbered) one. 
'ind this proverb and then mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same. 
'he sample is answered correctly. 
'ample. “All that glitters is not gold” means — 
1. Gold does not glitter as a diamond. 
2. Only little things shine. 
3. You cannot judge a book by its cover. 
4. Some glittering things are silver. 
5. The best things are made of gold   
)o the rest in the same way. First make your choice and then mark the answer space in the margin 
'hich is numbered the same. 
. “ Those assume most who know the least ” means — 
1. It does not hurt to know a lot. 
2. Ignorance is bliss. 
3. Knowledge is power. 
4. The wise are very polite. 
5. Empty barrels make the most noise  
. “Judge by actions and not by words” means — 
1. Words and actions are to be judged equal. 
2. Men of actions live by the word. 
3. Do a good turn daily. 
4. A man may be known by his deeds and not by his words. 
5. Act and others will talk with you  
. “One man makes a chair and another man sits on it” means — 
1. One man is a carpenter, the other a mason. 
2. One man uses a chair, another a stool. 
3. Often one reaps what the other sows. 
4. A chair to sit, a club to strike. 
5. Try the ice before you venture on it  
. “Penny wise, pound foolish,” means — 
1. Penny by penny the man grows miserly. 
2. A crown leads to a cross. 
3. Less of your courtesy and more of your purse. 
4. Careless in big matters and careful in little. 
5. Lean liberty leads to fat slavery  
. “Learn wisdom by the follies of others” means — 
1. Let bygones be bygones. 
2. A burnt child dreads the fire. 
3. Learn to creep before you run. 
4. Let another’s shipwreck be your seamark. 
5. First learn and then teach  
. “He that speaks sows ; he that hears reaps,” means — 
1. He that sows lies shall reap sorrow. 
2. Speech is silver, silence is golden. 
3. Empty kettles make the most sound. 
4. - He that speaks no sense gathers no pence. 
5. Speak and be heard  
. “A word from the mouth is like a stone from a sling” means — 
1. A stone goes as far as a word. 
2. A word and a stone once launched cannot be recalled. 
3. Such a father, such a son. 
4. Lean on a pillar and not on a reed. 








(Turn to page 11.) 
[9] 
TEST 6. OPPOSITES Pintner Verbal : Adv. : B 
Directions. In each of the questions below one of the numbered words is opposite or nearly opposite 
in meaning to the first word in the line (the one without a number). Find the opposite of this word 
among the numbered answers and mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same. 
The sample is correctly marked. 
Sample, up — 1 high 2 bottom 3 upper 4 down 5 far  II ii 11 1 y 









2. cautious — 1 precious 2 meticulous 3 careless 4 warning 5 cheap 2 i! if 11 
4 
11 y 
3. then — 1 when 2 now 3 yesterday 4 today 5 tomorrow  II ii 11 y y 





5. abhor — 1 enrage 2 accompany 3 despise 4 persevere 5 like .... 5 II ii 11 11 y 
6. bliss — 1 agony 2 curse 3 delight 4 acme 5 sprite  6 i! ii 11 y ii 
1 2 3 4 
7. mutiny — 1 minimize 2 deafen 3 submit 4 remit 5 revolt  7 1! ll 11 y y 
8. elated — 1 early 2 inflated 3 depressed 4 overjoyed 5 belated.. . 8 !! ll 11 y y 
9. callous — 1 revoke 2 mad 3 bigoted 4 sensitive 5 irrational  9 !! ll 11 y y 
10. arrogant — 1 haughty 2 humble 3 sagacious 4 honest 5 deceitful... 10 \\ ii y y y 




a 4 A 
12. penury — 1 poverty 2 wealth 3 truth 4 diligence 5 obesity  12 II ij y y y 
13. sober — 1 inebriated 2 steady 3 alcoholic 4 unperturbed 5 pensive 13 II ii y 11 y 
14. alienate — 1 estrange 2 foreign 3 conciliate 4 lean 5 fatten  14 !! ll II y y 
16. gaudy — 1 flashy 2 melancholy 3 handsome 4 somber 5 ugly.... 15 II 
: : 
ii y y y 
16. avarice — 1 desire 2 greed 3 purity 4 sin 5 generosity  16 ij ii y y y 
17. desecrate — 1 secrete 2 sanctify 3 annul 4 magnify 5 reveal  17 ij ll iï y y 
18. hyperopia — 1 health 2 myopia 3 astigmatism 4 microscopic 5 typhoid .. . 18 ii II II y y 
1 2 3 4 5 
19. exoteric — 1 overt 2 conspicuous 3 palpable 4 idiotic 5 secret  19 ii II II y y 
20. astute — 1 acute 2 crafty 3 asymptotic 4 obtuse 5 deficient  20 ii ll y y y 
21. gainsay — 1 contradict 2 confess 3 oppose 4 agree 5 aggravate.... 21 y 1! 11 y y 
22. elucidate — 1 expose 2 confess 3 clarify 4 confuse 5 contrast  22 ii II 11 y y 
23. hedonist — 1 epicure 2 dogmatist 3 progressive 4 stoic 5 dilettante 23 ii y y y y 
(Turn to.page 8.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
Standard score 126 134 142 149 ISS 161 166 171 176 180 18S 189 193 197 201 206 210 216 222 228 234 239 24S 
[ 10 ] 
TEST 4 — Continued 










‘New-made honor doth forget men’s names” means — 
1. Glory and fame are above name. 
A knighted fool forgets his name. 
When we become famous we forget our old friends. 
A new thing loses its name quickly. 
When we become famous the name does not count but the title does 8 
‘A wound is not cured by the unbending of the bow” means — 
1. The harder you bend the bow, the longer it takes to cure the wound. 
A wound is not cured by a doctor’s hope. 
An injury is healed by an apology. 
A wound cured is a bow bent. 












The sun keeps no calendar. 
Do not do tomorrow what you can do today. 
Day in and day out make a month. 
An indefinite promise is as good as no promise. 
A promise made is half made 10 
‘Two wrongs do not ifaake a right” means — 
1. Revenge is sweet. 
2. Revenge is justifiable. 
Returning good for evil is unjustifiable. 
Wrongs and rights cannot be added and subtracted. 















Faultfinders are usually disagreeable persons. 
Do unto others as you would have others do unto you. 
Charity covers a multitude of sins. 
He that is without sin let him cast the first stone. 
Everybody’s business is nobody’s business 12 
“Constant dripping wears the stone” means — 
1. Constant complaints never get pity. 
Little strokes fell big oaks. 
Rome was built in a day. 
Constant occupation prevents temptation. 
See little to avoid ill is 
‘There is no better test of a man’s work than time” means — 
1. A man’s work waits for Father Time. 
A painting grows valuable with time. 
Only those works last which deserve to last. 
A good work soon passes away. 
Man’s work is tested continually 14 
‘Pleasure’s couch is virtue’s grave” means — 
1. Lick honey but beware, for it is sweet. 
2. Like author, like ook. *- 
Satisfaction makes one lazy. 
Pride goes before a fall. 
Dissipation leads from the straight and narrow path   15 
‘Thou Hast dived deep into the water and hast brought up a clay pot” means — 
1. Don’t make a mountain out of a molehill. 
Still waters must run deep to fish well. 
Thou must dive deep to bring up a pot of gold. 
The mountains rumbled and brought forth a mouse. 
Dive deep if thou wouldst gain a potsherd : is 












RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
Standard score 136 147 156 164 171 178 
*0 191 198 206 213 220 227 234 241 248 
r 11 
TEST 5. CLASSIFICATION Pintner Verbal : Adv. : B 
Directions. In each group of words below there is one word which does not 
Find it and mark the answer space in the margin which is numbered the same, 
correctly. 
belong with the others. 
The sample is answered 
Sample. 1 horse 2 dog 3 violet 4 pig 5 camel 
Do the rest in the same way. 
1. 1 baby 2 doll 3 puppy 4 kitten 5 calf i 
2. 1 steam 2 land 3 water 4 dew 5 river 2 
3. 1 important 2 permanent 3 lasting 4 substantial 5 constant 3 
4. 1 papyrus 2 scrolls 3 hieroglyphics 4 paper 5 parchment 4 
5. 1 chance 2 guess 3 trial 4 error 5 probability 5 
6. 1 purchasing 2 bartering 3 buying 4 accounting 5 trading e 
! 7. 1 tablecloth 2 cup 3 table 4 spoon 5 frying pan 7 
8. 1 tree 2 seed 3 apple 4 juice 5 ripe 8 
9. 1 perseverance 2 steadiness 3 faithfulness 4 character 5 devotion 9 
10. 1 democracy 2 republican 3 anarchism 4 socialism 5 communism 10 
11. 1 river 2 pond 3 brook 4 creek 5 stream n 
12. 1 hypothesis 2 decision 3 resolution 4 conclusion 5 definition 12 
13. 1 rain 2 water 3 snow 4 dew 5 hail  13 
14. 1 64 2 49 3 39 4 121 5 144 u 
15. 1 hypothesis 2 element 3 postulate 4 theory 5 abstraction is 
16. 1 Legislation 2 Congress 3 Assembly 4 Senate 5 Parliament ie 
17. 1 artery 2 vein 3 blood 4 nerve 5 intestines 17 
I 
18. 1 you 2 she 3 he 4 it 5 we is 
19. 1 monopoly 2 patent 3 publisher 4 copyright 5 ownership 19 
20. 1 interpretation 2 conversation 3 description 4 instruction 5 explanation 20 
21. 1 steam 2 evaporation 3 freezing 4 condensation 5 ebullition 21 
22. 1 discovery 2 composition 3 invention 4 creation 5 origination 22 
23. 1 candle 2 electric light 3 moon 4 sun 5 gaslight 23 
24. 1 chemistry 2 mineralogy 3 physics 4 sociology 5 numismatics 24 . 1
26. 1 compendium 2 summary 3 abridgment 4 compensation 5 epitome ... 25 
( Turn to page 10.) 
RAW SCORE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
Standard score 127 130 134 139 143 149 1SS 161 167 174 ISO 186 192 198 203 209 21S 221 228 236 244 251 258 265 271 
y 























Il II II 
Il II II 
3 4 5‘ 
3 4 5 
Il II II 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
Il II II 
Il II II 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
Il II II 
3 4 5 
Il II II 
3 4 5 
Il y y 
♦5 
3 4 5 
Il I! II 
345 
345 
Il II II 
345 
345 
Il II II 
345 
Il II II 
345 
Il II II 
345 
Il II II 
ii ii 5 
345 
11 11 11 
345 
Ii II II 
345 
Il II II 
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